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Ten Years Ago. 

To the Whole Working PoDulation of the 
Soviet Union! 

To the Toilers of the Whole World! 
Uommuniqu4' of tbe Soviet Gouvernment. 

Moscow, 9th June 1927. 

The Soviet .Government has published the following com· 
munique: 

"The accredited representative of. the Soviet Bnion to Poland, 
Voykov, has been murdered in Warsaw. This shocking act 
which has roused the whole world, underlines strongly the 
criminal policy of the reactionary forces who, iri the present 
internatiorlar situation, are striving to destroy· the peace of 
Europe. The assassination of Voykov is one of the links in a 
chain of events which as a whole seriously threaten the peace of 
the world. Despite all the very great efforts of the Soviet Union 
1o maintain peace, the danger is growing ever greater. 

In connection with the perfidious assassination of Voykov 
which has followed a series of direct and indirect attacks upon 
soviet institutions by the British Government and the breaking 
off of diplomatic relations between Great Britain and the Soviet 
Union by the former State, the Soviet Government considers 
it necessary at the present moment to make known. a number 
of other facts concerning the work of the British Government 

and its subordinate organisations upon the territory of the 
Soviet Union. 

In the Summer of 1925 an alleged 'merchant' carrying a 
Soviet pass made out in the name of Steinberg was wounded 
and arrested by the Soviet frontier guards whilst attempting to 
cross the Finnish-Soviet frontier. At his examination the arested 
man declared that his name was not Steinberg, but Sidney 
George Riley and that he was a prominent member of the British 
Secret Service and a Captain in the Royal Air Force. He further 
admitted that .he was one of the chief organisers of the con
spiracy of Lokkart who, on the 3rd December 1918, was 
dirclared by a revolutionary tribunal to be outside the law. Riley 
declared further that he had come to the Soviet Union with the 
definite intention of organising terrorist attempts, arson, insur
rections etc. He declared further that he had personally inter
viewed the present Chancellor of the Exchequer of the British 

· government, Winston Churchill, and that the latter had per
sonally given him instructions for the organisation of terrorist 
attempts and other divers acts in the Soviet Union. The written 
statements of Sidney. George Riley corroborating the above state-
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ments are in the possession of the Soviet Government. The 
material confiscated during the course of further arrests com
pletely corroborated the statements of Riley. 

At the end of 1926 the 0. P. U. successluly frustrated an 
attempt on the life of Petrovsky, the chairman of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Soviet Union and of the All
Ukrainian Central Executive Committee, as also an attempt on 
the life .of the Chairman ot the Council of People's Commissars 
of the Ukraine, Tchubal. 

At about the same time an attempt was carried out on the 
life of the chairman oi the Leningrad district oi the G. P. U., 
Messing. The instrument oi this attack proved to be the son 
of a former Colonel of the Petlyura forces. named Truba, who 
was at one time commandant of Kharkov and who is now 
living in Warsaw. The young man had been a member of the 
Young Communist League for some time in order to utilise it 
as a cover for the counter-revolutionary white terror. He 
belonged to the same group as the authors of the attempts on 
Petrovskv and Tchubal. · 

At the same time a one-time volunteer in the army of 
Denikin, named Bilyukov was arrested. Bilyukov was also a 
member of the Y. C. L. and had tried to join the Communist 
Party. Bilyukov had prepared an attempt on the lives of the 
representatives of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic. 

An attempt on the life of Bucharin was planned for the 
12th March 1927 to take place during Bucharin's speech upon 
the Anniversary of the February revolution., Only a fortun~te 
accident prevented the carrying out of the plan. The terronst 
responsible, one Gureviich, the son of a merchant, then prepared 
a combined attempt upon Rykov and Stalin. The 0. P. U. was 
successiul in effecting his arrest in good time. 

On the 10th May of this year, a group of former officers oi 
the Koltchak army and inmates of the Institution for the Orphans 
of Deceased Noblemen in Leningrad were arrested in the last 
named town. According to the admissions of the members oi 
this group, the group was in constant and direct touch ~.ith 
Mr. White, the head of the Consular Department of the Bntisb 
Mission in Moscow. Under the instructions of the British 
Mission this group was preparing to blow up the Kreml and to 
blow up the Great Theatre during a meeting. 

On the night of the 3rd June of this year, the G. P. l!. was 
successful in preventing the blowing up · of a h~use m the 
neighbourhood of the headquarters of the G. P. U. m .Moscow. 
A melinite bomb weighing four Kilogrammes (one Kilogramm 
tquals 2.2 lbs avdp.) was found. The melinite was of French 
origin and the bomb case of British make. There is therefore no 
doubt that the component parts of the bomb were imported from 
abroad. Other objects left behind by the terrorists also give 
evidence to the same effect. 

On the 7th June of this vear, the accredited representative 
of the Soviet Union to the Polish Republic was murdered by a 
Polish national in Warsaw. British newspapers have already 
published an· insolent interview with the ex-Czarist d~plo~at 
Sablin who is in touch with British Ministers and who 1usttfies 
the murder. The British hand which guided the pistol of the 
Polish assassin can be clearly seen here. · . . 

On the 7th June a railway catastrophe was orgamse~ ber
ween the stations Shdanovitchi and Minsk which resulted m the 
death of the authorised representative of the G. P. U. for !he 
White Russian military district, Opanski, who was accompanpng 
an arrested Polish spy, an officer. Apart from Opanski, a 
chauffeur was killed and two other persons wounded. 

Also on the 7th June at 9.22 p. m, two bombs, one of which 
failed to explode, were hurled into a meeting in the Communist 
Party Club ii! Leningrad _wounding thirty. people, S?me. of them 
seriously. Ob1ects left behmd by the terronsts m thetr flight also 
prove clearly their foreign origin. 

At the same time incendiary fires in factories, works, 
military magazines etc., were discovered in. various . districts. 

At the end of May 1927 a powder magaz~ne was disc~vered 
irt flames in Leningrad. The person responsible for the mcen
diarism proved to be the comman?er of the 1!1-agazine, l!ssild, 
an Esthonian working for Esthoman agents m the service of 
the British Government. 

At an earlier date, an incendiary lire was discovered in a 
factory in Dubrovka ne~r 1:-eningrad. The ince.n?iary proved to 
be a Finn working for Fmmsh agents of the Bntish Government. 

In a number of cases of damage to factory plant, the exami
nation conducted proved the damage to have been ?~liberate. 

From all this it is completelv clear that the Bnt1sh Govern
ment which is feverishly preparing for war against the Soviet 

Union, is using all the mean~ in its power to interfere with the 
peaceful constructive work ·Of the workers and peasants of our 
State. 

Characteristic is the fact that all these adventurous attempts 
have no social basis whatever in the Soviet Union. 

The Soviet Union is experiencing a rapid economic growth, 
and the well-being of the masses is on the upward grade. The 
alliance of the workers and peasants is stronger to-day than 
ever it was, and the State power of the proletarian dictatorship 
is growing. The wretched and criminal attempts of a reactionary 
clique to hinder the development of the Soviet .Union a.re in 
crying contradiction to the tremendous organisational. growih 
of the great proletarian Union. The Government is defending 
its 'position of peaceful constructive work. 

Whilst continuing this constructive work with all energy, 
the Soviet Government considers it to be its duty to inform 
the toilers of the world and above all the international working 
class of the criminality of the British Cabinet and its agents. 

The Government appeals to the whole working population 
of the Soviet Union to oppose the furious attempts of the 
enemies of the working class and the peasantry, with increased 
activity and still greater solidarity on the part of the workers 
and peasants. 

The Government appeals to all toilers in the Soviet Union 
to work still more energetically at the work of socialist con~ 
struction and for the strengthening of the defensive forces. 
of the country. 

The British Cabinet and its subordinate have been depressed 
bv the results of our constructive work. Every new factory, 
every new power station, every new step forward in. agriculture 
causes a wave of unbridled hatred in the ranks of the British 
capitalists who strive to turn our country into a dependent 
of the imperialists States and our workers into objects of for
eign exploitation and our peasantry into yoked and J~ndless 
slaves of imperialism who can be shot down at will, iust as 
Chinese and Egyptian peasants are shot down now. 

The Government appeals to the working class of the Soviet 
Union to defend the factories, the works, the stations and all 
the achievements wrested from the landowners and capitalists, 
by the October Revolution. 

The Government expects from the G. P. U. that it will take 
decisive measures to defend the country lrom foreign spies, 
incendiaries and murderers and from their allies, the mo-
narchist and white guardist criminals. . 

The Soviet Government sinks the red banner of the Soviet 
Union over the body of Voykov and of the other true prole
tarian fighters who have fallen victims to the mercenary as
sassins and provocators of a new world war. 

The Government of the Soviet Union declares, that, support
ed upon the br_oad masses of the toilers a~d upon .their bound
less heroism, it will clear the country of its enemies and c.on
tinue the work of building up socialism and defend it agarnst 
all attacks." 

Appeal of the E. Ct C. Y. I. 
To the Workers' and Peasants' Youth of the World! 

To the Young Soldiers and Sailors! 

Comrades! The new world war, this is the terrible and 
real danger which is greater to-day than it ha~ been since 
the war of 1914. Imperialist intervention in Chma, the war 
of the civilised robbers of world capital against the worker_s 
of China is an indisputable fact. The breaking off of the dipl.o
matic and commercial relations between England and Soviet 
Russia is equivalent to immediate preparations for'~ar aga!nst 
the first Labour State and the signal for a relentless fight agamst 
socialism. The English Conservatives are furiously preparing 
ior a new attack on the Soviet Union. 

The war is a vital question for the whole .young genera
tion for the proletarians and peasants. The reactionary Govern
ments are about to destroy you on the battle-fields, to let you 
bleed to death under the fire of guns and machine-guns, to 
poison and suffocate you with poison ~as. Those. ~ho r~main 
at home will be fettered by the except10nal cond1t10n, will be 
compell;d to work without respite and will be exposed to all 
the horrors of famine, cold and epidemics. . 

For what purpose? For the purpose of destroying your true 
fatherland, the Soviet Union, the fatherland of the workers of 
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the whole world, in which Socialism is being constructed, and 
thus to. postpone for decades the victory o! Socialism in all 
countries. In order to annihilate this State, in which, for the 
first time, the young workers have procured for themselves a 
six hours' working day, four weeks holiday, equal. pay for 
equal work, socialist factory schools and have conquered the 
high:schools and universities as well as equal political rights, 
in which the life of the young has been built up on new 
socialist foundations. In order to destroy the 400 million slaves 
of yesterday in China, where children of iive years have fo 
work sixteen and more hours a day in the foreign concessions, 
in which juvenile workers are beaten to death by the inspectors 
of foreign employers. 

Comrades! 
Efforts are being made to turn you into Judases ,to your 

own class, to your own cause. Do not believe the mendacious 
stories which represent the war against the Soviet Union and 
China as a war of European civilisation against barbarism, as 
a war of freedom against force. True civilisation is the civili
sation of. Socialism, true freedom is freedom for the workers 
which is being put into effect by the workers and peasants in 
the Soviet Union, for which the oppressed masses in China are 
fighting. Do not believe the "civilised" imperialists who bestow 
on the backward nations nothing but the knout, opium, brandy 
and syphilis, and on their "own" peasants, workers and peasants 
nothing but unilimited exploitation, unemployment and fascist 
vandalism. 

Do not believe the so-called "Socialist Youth International" 
which, with lying phrases about peace, tries to lull your atten
tion to sleep in order to betray you in the same rascally way 
as international Social Democracy betrayed the working class 
in 1914. The "socialist" lead.ers of all countries are only helping 
to prepare for a new war by continuing a furious agitation 
against the Chinese revolutionary workers and against the 
Soviet Union. 

Do not believe the pacifists and anarchists who maintain 
that war can be combated by a military boycot, by refusing to 
, serve or by unctuous propaganda. 

Imperialist and counter-revolutionary wars can . only be 
prevented by the revolutionary fight. War can only be com
bated by mass fighting, demonstrations, strikes, preventing the 
transport of arms and soldiers. Only by indefatigably unmasking 
ihe lying phrases about the defence of the bourgeois fatherland, 
only by revolutionary agitation in the army - at the front and 
in the rear - only by propaganda for fraternisation with the 
Red army, only by creating revolutionary illegal organisations 
in the bourgeois army, can preparations be made for the 
revolution and for the abolition of war. Only by destroying the 
cause of war - rotten, parasitic capitalism wading in a sea 
of blood, - can war be rendered impossible. 

The new war - that is the real and immediate danger. 
To hesitate to fight against this danger cannot but lead to 
ruin. Close your ranks under the banner of the Comintern and 
of the Communist Youth International, under the red flag of 
1 evolution! Join in mass action with the adult workers against 
the conspiracy of international capital! fight against the threa
tened danger of war! Oppose the plans of the interventionists 
who would thrust the workers into a new world war! Prepare 
for a sanguinary fight of Labour with the object of turning 
the C<)tlnter-revolutionary war into a civil war. 

Young proletarians of England, the greatest responsibility 
for the fate of the Soviet Union lies at your door! The duty 
of international solidarity puts you especially under the obliga
tion of being the first to rise and, in the most energetic way, 
to defend the Labour State against war and to fight for the 
revolution. Use every means of mass action to frustrate the 
war-like plans of the Conservatives against the Soviet Union! 

Young workers of Poland, Roumania, Finland and the 
border States! Baldwin wants to use you as instruments for 
suffocating the workers. and peasants of the Soviet Union in 
their own blood. Resist him! Protest against war! Turn your 
weapons against your own officers! fraternise with the Red 
army! 

Young workers and peasants of the Soviet Union! 
Be prepared for the decisive fight! The young workers of 

all countries will support you! 
Young workers! Do not forget the bequests of Lenin and 

Liebknecht. 

War on war! 
fight for the defence of the Soviet Union and the Chinese 

revolution! 
Down with imperialist intervention in China! 
Down with the preparations for an imperialist campaign 

against the Soviet Union! 
Defeat your own imperialist Government - victory to the 

world revolution! 
Down with the imperialists and social traitors! 
Long live the united front of all workers and of those 

who are oppressed! 
Youth in the front ranks of the revolutionary workers! 

The Executive Committee of the C. Y. I. 

Appeal of" the AU-Union Leninist 
Young «Jommunist League of the 

So't'iet Union and the Young «Jo:m• 
mIJnist League ~t Great BrUain' to 

the Toiling Youth of the World. 
Comrades, 

The British imperialists, seeking to crush the Chinese re
volution, are feverishly preparing war against· the. Workers' 
Soviet Republic. They have shattered all diplomatic, and trading 
relationship with the proletarian State. 

The Young Communist League of Great Britain and the 
All-Russian Leninist Young Communist League solerrinly declare 
at this moment before the world's toiling masses that they lead 
and will lead a united bitter struggle against the blood
thirsty preparation of the Die-hards. 

Neither Chamberlain, Joynson-Hicks, etc. nor the inevitable 
betrayal of the leaders of the Labour Party and the General 
Council of the T. U. C. will succeed in inciting British young 
workers against their Russian brothers. · ' 

The international solidarity of the young workers of Bri
tain and the U. S. S. R. is impregnable. 

The Soviet Union, the world fatherland of the toilers 0f 
the world, will be defended to the last breath by all members 
of the British and Russian Y. C. L. 

The revolutionary youth of the Soviet Union is strengthening 
its work for Socialist construction of the Workers' Republic and 
the, Red Army, to meet the coming war. 

We organise for the defence of the first Workers' State 
against the world "gendarmes", Baldwin, Birkenhead, Churchill, 
the conservative forgers' government, and not against the 
brother toilers oi Great Britain, groaning under the yoke of 
capitalist slavery. 

The revolutionary youth of Great Britain with their adult 
brothers are fighting the coming war by mass action atld 
the mobilisation of the young workers for a general strike 
against the forgers' government. 

If the Brit_ish Die-hards declare war against Soviet Russia 
the revolut10naty youth of Great Britain will redouble its 

efforts in defence of the Workers' Republic, and against the 
British capitalists. It rejects the illusion of pacifism and it will 
fling every ounce of energy into the bitter stn~·gle to convert 
the war against Russia into a war against tfie exploiters -
against the Baldwin baby-starver government - for a Workers' 
Government in Britain. 

The British revolutionary youth will fight untiringly and 
tearlessly for the defeat of British imperialism which will hasten 
the ultimate victory of the British workers. 

British imperialism is the greatest enemy of the toiling youth 
of Great Britain and Soviet Union - of the toilers of the 
whole world. · · ' 

The Young Communist Leagues of both countries are 
answering the preparations for war by strengthening the de
send this telegram, but even a ssuming that Rosengoltz' teJe
fence of the proletarian State, by strengthening the solidarity of 
the working youth of both countries. 

We call upon the young workers of Great Britain and 
U. S. S. R. and of the entire world to close their ranks under 
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the ha":n~r of revolution and the leadership of the Y. C. I. for 
the dec1Sive struggle against the imperialist intervention. 

Down with British imperialism! 
Long live the Soviet Union! 
Down with the war against the Soviet Union! 
Long live the defence of the Proletarian State! 
Long live the indissoluble union of the working Youth of 

Great Britain and U. S. S. R.! 
The defeat of the British Government in its war against 

the U. S. S. R. is the victory of the toilers ol Great Britain 
and the whole world! · 

Long live the victory of the world revolution! 

Central Committee of the Young Communist League of Great 
Britain. 

Central Committee of the All-Russian Leninist. Young Com
munist League. 

The Soviet 1Jnion Defends Itself. 
Comm:unic~don of the United State Political Administration e[ 

the SC>viet Unfon. 

Moscow, 10th June 1927. 
The followjng .communication o[ fue. "United Staiie Po'litical 

Administration" (G.P. U.) has heeri ipublished: 
. "HaVring regard ~o the fuict .tha1 nronarohi•st white ~uar<ii•sts 
m the pay and acting under the. •instructions ot a. foreign secret 
service have romm(lllced 1an qpen iGJlmpai:gn Olf terror and de
stmction .against the Soviet Union, .the Collegium of the 'UDJi.ted 
State Political Administrafon' . decided in ·· its session of the 
9th' June •to sentence .the follow1ing persons to :be execufod by 
shooting and to publish the sentence: 

Paul DC>lgoruko.v, one-time Prince· and landowner, member 
o~ the Cen1i;al Committee of :the Cadet ,Party. Went to Con
stantinople with the remnants of Wrange1s army aHer the defeat 
of .the Whites. Was a member of ·the Wrangel Finan~ Corutrol 
Commission. Then went to Paris 1where he was vice-chairman 
o~ the white guardist 'National Committee' 1in Paris. Partioipated 
prominently in the actirvities of the forieign monarchist brganisa
'lions both· abroad and T\.llpon 'the territory ·of the Soviet Union. 
Entered the Soviet Ukraine 1illegally from Roumania in 1926 in 
order to organise groups of counter-revo~1utiionary groups o! 
moniarcliisits and spies to pr.epa.re ground for foreign inter
vention. 

Georg Elvengren, Staff Captain of Horse in a Cuirassier 
Guard Regiment, orig:an.iser 1and leader of ·insurrections in Ger
many 1and Kareiia in 1918-19, member of the conn1er-revoJutio
nary Tagantzev organisation in Leningrad which was dissolved 
in 1921, partiaipa·ted •in Jhe Cronstadt ·insurreation, close as
•Sistan.t of Boris Savinkov .in the white gua:rdi.st 'Union for the 
Protection of the Fatherland and Freedom', as member ()f r!his 
brganisation assisted 1in the organisation oi .. the attempt to lrave 
been made on :the Soviet delegartiion 1in Genoa led. hy Tohicher;in 
by supplying Brifish money together wi<th the, 1British secret 
agent 1and member of the Roy.al Air Force, George S•idµey Rile•y. 
Org,ani.ser o! a. series of •attempts on Soviet represel}Jtatives pas
sing rthrnugh. Germany betweeen 1921-23, used British money 
and r•esoupces of the monarchist 'Commerni·a·l, Indiustrial and 
Financial U.nion' .in Paris. Origaniser 'together with the inter
naitional termdst A·uber.t, the leader o! the successful plan to 
as.sassinate Vorovsky, and together iwith the 'Czar' Kyrill of the 
attempt on T.chicherin in Autumn 1925 in Friance. Entered terr1i
tory o!. Soviet Union illegally in 1926 in order to organise 
counter-r.evolutionary and' terrorist groups. 

Constantin Malevitch Malevski, one-·time . noble and o!ficer 
tln the Guards,. in ·sen~ice 01! British secret •agents, org;anised 
counter-revolutionary .insurrection in Per,sia under instructions 
of British Missfon in Persia for the advandage of Bf'iti.sh impe-
11i1alism. Sent by Br1itish secret service in 1927 into Soviet Union 
to organise espionage and ·terrorism 1in Soviet Union. 

Vladimir Yevreinov, one.time noble and Czarist consul, for
mer chief of the Czaofist ·.secret service in Per.sia, employee of 
the State Bank o! the Sov;iet Union, agent of the Bni.tish Cha11ge 
d' Affaires Hodgson to whom he gave >in!ormaction concerning 

the financial plans o! the State Bank and concerning the troops 
oi ,fue Moscow mHitary di·strict. 

.. Alexander Skalski, one-time noble, in the service o! the 
Bnhsh secret serviice, gave British •spy in Finnland Bunakov, 
secret information concerning Soviet ,air service and' the arma-
ment industry of the Soviet Union. · 

~ichael. Po~v, one-time officer, comes from lando,wning 
and md~stnal cir~les: Journeyed 1926 1o France, there joined 
monarchist orgamsatton led by one-time Czarist ambassador 
Maklakov. Under instruction of latter onganisation 'returned to 
Soviet Union for secret ro:unter-revolru:tionary 'Work. 

Eugene Shtsheglovitov, dne·time noble, son of a Czarist 
general, organised counter.revolutionary monarchist and es1pio
nage work in service o! foreign genenal staff. 

Vladimir Vishnyakov, one-time registered lawyer, member of 
counter-revolutionary monarchist organisation, in touch with 
emi1girants, assisted incendiaries and terroris·ts arriving from 
,abroad. 

Ivan Sussalin, one-time Cofo.nel 1in the .army of Wrange·l, 
one-time noble, former 0oh:ief of the Wrangel secret ser:vice. 
Organiser o!. the attempt in Bulgaria of the unsiucce•ss!ul attempt 
()n ithe life of the late Soviet representative Krassin. Entered 
the tel'ritory of the Soviet Union 1iUeg;al:ly in the service of the 
·one-Hme 0l:'and Dukie Niikol1ai fo organise and carry out terro
rist attempts. 

Alexander Murakov, merchant, member of counter-r.e1voI:u
tionary monarchist onganisations, financed the a!Ctiivity of these 
organisations on the territory of the Smriet Union. 

Nikolaus Pavlovitch, one-time drie! Olf dhe armed monarchist 
<>nganisiation in Kiev known 'as 1the 'Dou:ble Eagile', well-iknown 
1spy .attached to the Staff oI Deni.kin. Carried out counter-revolu
tionary 1work 1in Kiev under the inst·ructions Oif foreign monar-
chist organisations. · 

Boris Naryshkin, one-time officer of the Tchernin Husar 
Reg,iment, supporter of Kyr:ill, prqpagated the necessity of British 
inter.vention in the Soviet Union, work~d sys.tematically to form 
iUegal counter-revolutionary •groups, carried out espion1age .for 
a number o! foreign r.epresenfati>ves in Mos.oo.w. 

Alexander Popov Karatov, one-time noble and Ga,ptain. 
Entered the territory of the So,vie1 Ukraine together rw:ith the 
monarchiist Urenyuk, the ongani.ser of a ba:l)cdit tro~p and agent 
of the Roumanian E·s:piona.ge Ser!Vice, :with· a view to carrying 
out counter-revolutionary activities and banditry in the Ukria:ine. 

Alexander Mikulin, one-time noble .and one-time dhamber
lain, member of 'the National Council, member of a monarchist 
group under the leadership of the former Grand Duke Nikolai. 
Owner of '.a house se·rving as centre for .spies and . terrori•sts 
arri·ving .!roni abroad. · 

Nikolaus Lytchev, one-ti)lle officer o! the Railiway Guard 
Regiment at ~he disposal d the Poliooe Uepariment. Was active 
during the course o! the last two years as agent o! the member 
of the British Mission in Mosco.w, Chamock, to whom he sup
plied military .a.nd political information. 

Nikolaus Koropenko, one-time Captain in the army of 
Koltohak, trusted assistant o! the ,v.hite leader Semenov in 
Siberia, recently spy of the British Char1ge d'Affaires Hodgson 
to •whom he :supplied information concerning . the ~pinions' of 
anti-soviet and monarchist circles, the oondition of dhe Red 
Army and the defensive streng:th o! the Soviet Union. 

Salomon Gurevitch, Journalist, one-tiine chief of the iille~l 
Boy Scout organ:isaition, org.aniser of terrorist attempts upon 
Bucharin, Rykov and Stai.in. 

Sergius Masurenko, Ko.ltchak officer, employed in th.e Cen-
ail Administration for marine transport was agent of the 

British Charge d' Aff.aires Hodgson to whom he SUipplied in
formaitiion concerning marine and :rai1way transport and military 
transport. 

Vassili Anenkov alias Maikhrov, 1alias Arsenyev, . one-time 
officer in the army 01! Y1udenikh. Arrived 1927 •i,n the Soviet 
Union from Par.is in the sernice o! Russian rnonar,chists and 
supporters o~ the for.mer Or.and Dulce Nikolai iw1ith a view to 
the organisation of 1errori'St acts rnpon the territory of the Soviet 
Union. 

Alexander Meshtcherski, one-time Prince and. landowner, 
active .monarchist. Worked to iunite 1aH acHve anti-Soviet ele
ments, suµporter o! the former Grand Duke Nikolrui. 

The sentence has been carried out in each case." 
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A.. N' ew Official Language. 
Comrade Rykov, in the speech he made to the Plenum of 

ihe Moscow Soviet on June 1st, about "England and the Soviet 
Union" read among other things a letter from Presion, the 
British Consul in Leningrad, which bears witness to the espio
nage activities of the British representatives in the Soviet Union. 
We reprint the letter in facsimile: 

\ 

Dear Jorru, 

St~t1~h Co1'l?llere1al W1eeiob, 

l I 5 I D G R A D. 

April 22nd, 1924, 

: presume 1% Se you W!:oee h1•ro£lypb appe~ta 

&e aotlng on behalf of Peter• in • letter date'a. . 
,\prU ?th, 1 •1ll try ano find out about· :rcur 

•n1agaa•. Xeanwh1l• please ee&rcll your oecnOJllie 

~m111 or, t&1Ung thi• ta• brain• 01 tl>.• gl!l.l&xy 

of econom1c talent at tl:M> U1aa1on &nd tell ma llllAt 

h the ••an1ns ot !..l!e Oitp1'eH~oo '1'1no ote:Uoale.• 

about Whtell P.e;mt~ • l w· out't! Ile do~• not 

llAD 1u1<ed me to "'PC rt. 

It u no ••~Y matt:>r ror '"" 10 obt2111 in!oru~ 

Uon of tne natu,... "'"' requlre ae ,., Ru~a1sn birdu, 

vllc11 J eenO On JCbO of thJo sort, !'Un 00rto11a rteli: 

Ctc1l Dertrll!l Jer~am. Seq .• 
Brltizh lll10no1>, 

llOBCOW. 

of be1.ng hangea anG quart<!IN4 by tha o.P.tr. 

for• tepionage. 

The British press first o! all suppressed this document !or 
a week. It was then compelled to comment on it. It does 
not indeed dispute the genuineness of the document, but main
tains that it is a question of an ordinary request for an. official 
inquiry. A curious official style, this language of scoundrelly 
spies _about "Russian birds" who "run serious risk of being 
hanged and quartered by the 0. P. v. !or espionage"! 

AGAINST IMPERIALIST WAR 
The Future War and the 'Vorking 

Ulass. 
By D. Maretzky. 

(Conclusion.) 

From the foregoing it will be seen what attitude inter
national Bolshevism takes in regard to war. The international 
Bolshevists are in duty bound: 1. to oppose an imperialistic 
war with their might, io permit "no War between the great 
slave-owners for the maintenance and consolidation of slavery" 
(Lenin); .2. to guard carefully against the possibility o! an 

" attack on the part of the allied imperialistic slave-owners on the 
Soviet Union; 3. to carry on the most determined fight against 
the "punitive" campaign already begun by the Imperialists 
against revolutionary China. 4. to mobilise the broad masses of 
all countries to support in the most active manner the revo
lutionary military defence o! the Soviet Republic in case the 
imperialists should ever attack the Soviet Union; 5. in case 

it should prove impossible to prevent the great Imperialistic 
war, to strive persistently to transform this war into a 
civil war. 

For this purpose, however; it is necessary that there should 
be a systematic, persevering, obstinate campaign of exposure 
and prevention against the war. 

The whole of the political work o! the Communist Party 
must be linked up with the fight against the danger of war. 
The fight against Fascism and the growing pan-European 
Reaction must also be carried on stubbornly as a fight against 
the danger of war; the adventurous. foreign policy of the Fas
cist States must be continually pilloried, the spread of Fascism 
in the army must be countered, and the real meaning o! the 
Fascist coup d'Etat in the countries bordering on the Soviet 
Union, as also Chamberlain's policy to create a Fascist cor
don along the Soviet frontier, must be exposed. 

It is necessary to disclose in Leninist fashion the whole 
senselessness of pacifism, of bourgeois as well as petty-bour
geois pacifism, its absolute emptiness and its complete politi
cal impotence. 

The open political fight against international Social Demo
cracy is o! special urgency. In this matter, the sections of the 
Communist International are in a very favourable position. 
For considerations as intelligible as they are base, the Social 
Democrats do not like to be reminded of their inglorious con
duct during the world war. For this reason the Communists 
must propagate with all the more persistence the . lessons of 
the years 1914 to 1918 and recall them to the minds of the 
masses. 

The present leaders of the Socialist parties will again prove 
treacherous, they will again be the purveyors of cannon
fodder, again dally in the antechambers of Ministries and Ge
neral Staffs (they are already sitting there: Paul Boncour & 
Co.), they will again invent "sacred aims" of the war and drag 
out from the arsenal of history the slogans of the "defence 
of home and country", of the best of native countries, of the 
native. country of finance-capital. 

Social Democracy, and even its "left"· wing, carries on 
no real light against the danger of war, nor can it do so. The 
Socfal-Democratic leaders merely . give themselves out to be 
opponents of war. It is not possible !or one to fight against 
war, so long as one countenances the maintenance and pro
motion of imperialism and white-washes its villanies. 

Karl Kautsky admitted on May 1st in a sudden fit of 
candour that the battle-cry of the present international po
licy is: Scoundrels of all countries, unite!". The fortunate pa
triarch of International Socialism "forgot", however, to add 
that the "scoundrels of all countries" run the League o! Nations, 
that Mussolini plays the role of the beautiful Benjamin in the 
League o! Nations, though in reality he is only Chamberlain's 
right hand, that Chamberlain directs the whole European policy 
under the slogan "Beat the Soviets!", that Social Democracy 
with its agitation against the Soviet Union constantly backs 
up Chamberlain, that the first violin in this agitation is played 
by German Social Democracy, the party of Karl Kautsky him
self. It seems to us that, not only do the "scoundrels o! all 
countries" unite, they also draw Social Democracy into their 
league. Special mention must surely be made of the Social 
Democratic legend of the so-called Imperialism of the Soviet 
Union or of "Red Imperialism". Social Democracy would much 
rather spread this legend than tell the masses the truth about 
,{lll:J.l J{dOOd Jql JO J<ll'qlln!ll{S M.JU <l4l JI TE?'M. JOJ "SJSSlmt 
real Imperialism and its armaments. 

To accuse the Soviet Union of "imperialist" aims is just 
:JS villainous as to place on the same level the armies of the 
imperialistic countries and the army of the Socialist revo
lution, the Red Army. How is it possible to compare pre
datory capitalist militarism with the promotion of the prole
tarian dictatorship's ability to defend itsel!? 

And as the hacks, of the Social-Democratic Pre$S do 1his 
constantly they thereby prove that they are direct allies of 
Imperialism in its light aga1inst the Socialist State. · 

The question, whether the imperialists will succeed during 
the next historic period rrn bringing about and carrying on 
a great war will be decided, as are all great questions in 
public life, by the course of the class struggle in the world 
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and by the relation of strertgth and activity of the proletari1JJt 
and the bourgeoisie. The imperialists are preparing the war 
qui1te openly. The question, the decisive, main qestion, is 
whether it will be possible to get millions of men to go to 
war, for an imperialist war carried on according to "all the 
rules of the art'' can only be a war of the masses. In other 
words, the most important qt1estion is whether a new August 
4th, whether a repetition of the year 1914 1in the direction of 
successful mobilisat1ion of "moral factors" by the social traitors 
will be achieved, whether the masses will again become the 
victims of the mania:. 

This is a question of power, a question of concrete histo
ric fight. On the one hand the whole armoiured might of Im
perialism, its complete apparatus of lies, hypocdsies, suggestion 
and compulsion, will be thrown into ,fhe · scale of ,war and 
peace. In the siame way, International Social Democracy will 
work .in the same direction for winning the "power of the 
comes. about, it will in a huge measure be ,the work of Social 
Democracy. It is even possible that a portion of the Commu
nist Press wiU display "shameless conduct", for which Lenin 
has already prepared the Bolshevists1). 

We should not be Marxists, if 1we did not consider in a 
sober fashion our chances, i. e. the possibilities of preventing 
a bi,g war or of transforming it .into a dvH war. 

1. The whole of humanity, and especially the working 
class, still remembers the year 1914, still thinks of relatives 
and friends who were dragged into the lmperiaJist slaughter: 
tens of thousands of cripples and invalids are still 1iving. 

2. To deceive the masses a second time with the "humane" 
purposes of the war will be more difficult than it was the 
first time; even the virtuosi of Social-Democratic lies will 
not succeed in this case. It is not out of the question that, 
iif a portion of the Communis,t Press collapses, considerable 
strata of Social-Democratic and even independent workers will 
refrain from following Social-Democracy. 

3. In place of Tsarist Russia wi.th its "outspoken Re
action" (Lenin) we have the proletarian Soviet Union, which 
pursues a distinct police ol . peaoe, which in face of the blood
thirsty policy of the imperialists is the only safe refuge of 
international peace. 

4. There is now a powerful Communist International, which 
did not exist ·in 1914. 

5. The East of 1927 is not the same as that o! the year 
1914. At that time the Orient stiU slumbered. To-day even the 
backward bourgeoisie papers speak of the ''awakening" of 
China. 

6. I! the world confl.agrntion breaks out and its front is 
the frontiers of the proletarian and of the Capitalist States, 
there wiU be good chances in favour of the proletarian State 
in the fight against the Imperi:aiHsts, even i! the latter are 
superior in war technics. The incitement to civil war in our 
eountry, the experience o! the fam<;>u~ ChurchiH. "_attack. o! the 
13 States", have shown the lmpenahsts how difficult 1t is to 
make war upon a country, in which ,there is no ruling class 
of land-owners and capitalists. The "strength of the masses" 
is a prime factor in the fight of the army of the proletariat. 
And even i1 the mechanism of the Imperi1aHstic war on two 
fronts converted the imperialist war into a civil war (rise of 
the first Soviet State and founding of the Comintern), the 
fact of an imperialist war on a single front, i. e. the. fight of 
class against class within 1an ·international war - will trans
form such a war the more quickly into a civil war, behind 
the front in the armies of Reaction. In the coming big war 
of the '~hite" and "red" roses, Imperialism is i.n danger of 
finding its •grave. 

1) Ultna-Left and ultra-Ri·ghi deserters from the proletarian 
camp, heroes of loud phrases a?d of opportunist tendenc.ies 
after the style o! Frau Ruth F11scher & Co., who .Provide 
Chamberlain with material for war propaganda agamst the 
Soviet Union, will' always be avaiitaible. ' 

I POLITICS ) 
British P1~ovocation in Egypt. 

By ]. B, (Jerusalem). 

The fact that both the Egyptian Government and the Par
liament have over and over again understood how to adapt 
themselves to the position of constraint created by the British 
rule of force in Egypt did not satisfy British imperialism. The 
Zaghlulist majority in the Egyptian earliament had done every
thing to avoid a conflict with Great Britain; it renounced dis
cussmg points which were in dispute, it removed the question 
o! the Soudan from its agenda and did not discuss the Britisn 
occupation which is a heavy burden for Egypt. The experiment 
was to be made of building up Egyptian mdependence within 
the scope laid down by the well-known British declaration of 
February 2nd 1922. 
· Events proved however that even this seemed too gr~a! a 
danger to British imperialism; for every step towards reahsmg 
independence - towards removing foreign officials, towar~s 
independent action in the sphere of home policy and econormc 
policy, - meant that the national movement was strength~ned. 

lt turned out that Egypt could everywhere govern itself 
independently and that the restriction~ impo~ed upon t.he country 
were therefory measures of compulsion winch were m no ~ay 
justified. In addition to this, the Parlia1_nent gave the. Left. wmg 
of the Zaghlulist party every opportumty ot developmg ~ts ra
dical programme; on every occasion, the National Revolutionary 
deputies made the fact clear to the people that true, complete 
independence had yet to be won. The attempts to come to a!I 
agreement with Great Britain by bringing to the fore the Li
beral Constitutional Party and making appointments which best 
met the wishes of the British (such as the recent change of. 
Government which replaced Adly Yeghen Pasha by Abdel 
Khalek Sarvat Pasha) also failed. . 

The British then began taking action which aimed dir~ctly 
at destroying even the shadow of independence - especially 
of the Parliamentary regime - which Egypt stil~ possessed. 
The British High Commissioner snubbed the Egyptian Govern
ment, made pleasure trips during which he spoke as though 
he -· the British High Commissioner -- were master in Eg.yrt 
and not the Constitutional Government, handed in notes wh1c11 
interfered in an extremely humiliating way with the inter~al 
affairs of Egyptian justice (it was insinuated that the Eg:pytian 
Courts had dealt very lenientlv with persons who had v10lated 
Englishwomen), protested against the right of the Egyptian Goe 
vernment to dismiss superfluous British officials, which was 
guaranteed to it by treaty, brushed aside the. !llusion that O~eat 
Britain was prepared to agree to the aboht10n of the cap1.tu
lations -- briefly, he made i' distinctly felt th2t the Egyptian 
Parliament and the Government could not but react to the re
peated interference in its sphere of action wh_ich belonged to 
it by right of solemn promises, unless they wished to become 
accomplices in the BrHish deeds of violence. 

Every protest ol the Egyptian Parliament, every attempt at 
resistance on the part of the Egyptian Gover~ment was h.owever 
a signal for a furious attack on the "Egyptian bands of dema
gogues" by the whole British Press which appears in Egypt, 
as well as by the London newspapers which are inspirt;d by 
the British Ministry for Foreign Affairs. Headed bv the "Times:' 
and the "Daily Telegraph", the "patient endurance" of the Bri
tish authorities in Egvpt was stormed at week for week, any 
anti-British speech in Parliament was in~at.ed into. a danc 
Q'erous conspiracy, the shadow of a Zaghlul Mm1stry which w_ould 
threaten the British power over the Suez Canal, was pam~ed 
on the wall. The demands were: the dissolution of the Parlia
ment, the appointment. of an anti-Zaghlulist Oove_rnment and 
the abolition of all the reforms planned or earned through 
by the Constitntional . Government . . 

One of the most important reforms. which the Egypti~n G?
vernment had bee!?- ~reparing for a l?ng !im~ . and ":'h1ch. m 
ihe eyes o! the maionty of the Zaghluhst~, 1ust1fi~d thell' agree
in,,. to the Coalition Ministry and toleratmg the mcess.ant cha!- ~ 
le;;ges o! the B:itish, was the reform ?f the army; it. was a 
question o! makmg the small, badly-eqmppe~ army, ~.h1ch was 
all the Egyptians had to onpose to the m1ght_v Bnhsh. army 
and navy of occupation, a~ leas~ actu_ally _EgyJ?han,. that is free 
from British influence. With tins object 111 view, 1t was pro-
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posed to remove British officers from the highest commands 
in the army. 

Although this reform was perfectly admissible according 
to the treaties between Great Britain and Egypt (Great Britain 
had only ensured for herself the right to maintain her armv 
of occupation in Egypt, but had renounced the right to inter
fere in the internal affairs of the Egyptian army), Lord Lloyd, 
following the aggressive line taken by British imperialism in 
recent times, immadiately raised a protest against the Govern
ment's resolutk>n which was supported by Parliament. The 
change of Government postponed the resolution being put into 
effect, but then the Egyptian Government declared itself in 
favour of its remaining in force. 

This provided sufficient material for measures of force 
being taken. On May 30th, Lord Lloyd presented a note in 
which he \varmly recommended that the proposals made by 
Great Britain should be accepted and that all should remain in 
status quo in the army. At the same time, three British dread
noughts appeared in the harbours of Alexandria and Port Said 
in order to make it as easy as possible for the Egyptian Go
vernment to alter its resolutions. 

The indignation in Egypt at this new provocation is im
mense. After the repeated measures of force used by Great Bri
tain against Egypt in the course of the last few years: the 
sanguinary suppression of the revolt in 1919, the 'deportation of 
Zaghlul Pasha· in 1913, the throwing out of the National Go
vernment in 1924, the refusal to permit the formation of a Zagh
lulist Government in 1926 - the present expedition against the 
peaceful Egyptian people can in no way be justified even from 
the standpoint of imperialist "international law". This only 
proves once again how little value is to be attached to char
tered promises unless they are backed by the power to put 
thein into effect, and that, in the last instance, it will always be 
the privilege of the best naval guns to interpret treaties concluded 
between oppressed peoples and their imperialist "friends". 

· The Yugoslav • Albanian Conflict. 
By P. L. 

The fight of the Yugoslav Governm~nt for supremacy in the 
Balkans against the progress of Italian imperialism has become 
tnore acute. 

Up to the present, the protectiI1g hand of British impe
rialism, which shielded Italian imperialism in the Balkans, has 
caused Yugoslavia to surrender Albania. Italy used the fa
vourable. opportunity actually to colonise Albania, completely 
to penetrate it economically and to seize the most important 
strategic and military positions. The whole of Albania's ma
chinery of Government, the State Bank, customs and the State 
monopolies, post, telegraph, transport, as well as air traffic 
-~ everything is ruled and exploited by the Italian imperialists. 
In the Albanian army Italian instructors play an important 
role. The Italian Minister in Alabania actually plays the part 
of Mussolini's Governor. 

The Government of Achmed Zogu, Albanian dictator by 
the grace of Mussolini, recently ordered the arrest of a trans
lator of the Yugoslav Legation in Albania. The .Belgrade Go
vernment demanded his immediate release on the score of 
diplomatic immunity. The Government of Achmed Zogu, on the 
advice of the Italian Minister, refused, stating that the prisoner, 
who is said to have acted as spy for Yugoslavia, had no claim 
to immunity. Thereupon, the Yugoslav Government recalled 
from Durazzo its diplomatic representatives in Albania. At the 
same time, the Albanian representative at Belgrade was handed 
his passport. Diplomatic relations between Yugoslavia and 
Albania were thus broken off. 

The acute conflict between Yugoslavi<t and Albania is the 
aggravated conflict between Yugoslavia and Italy. While the 
Fascist Press in Italy expresses itself in sharp tones and makes 
no secret of the fact that Italy will not tolerate the disputing of 
its dominion in Albania, the Yugoslav Government is trying 
to mobilise French and British Imperialism, as well ~s the 
League of Nations, which is to meet within the next few days, 
to effect the annulment of the treaty of Tirana, in which Albania 
delivers itself lock, stock and barrel to Mussolini as far as 
foreign politics and military matters are concerned. The Italian 
Government, hungry for prey, wishes to secure its hegemony 
in the Balkan Peninsula; the Yugoslav Government, on the 
other hand, will not surrender the territory it has stolen and 
prefers to meet Italy's dangerous competition. 

The intensified fight between Yugoslav and Italian im
perialism cloaks lurking dangers of war. Even though in the 
present international situation British imperialism may work 
for the smoothing over of the Yugoslav-Albanian conflict for 
the present, because for the moment a new Balkan war would 
not fit in with its military enterprise against China and 
against the Soviet Union, it must be clear as day to every
body what a hotbed of war is the Balkan Peninsula under the 
dominion of the imperialists. It will be seen that only a fede
ration of Socialist Balkan Republics could and would be in. 
a position to drive out the imperialist interlopers and, by libe
rating all oppressed nationalities, to establish good neigh
bourship among all the Balkan States. 

The Resistance of the French 
Working Class. to Reaction. 

By Michel Hollay. 

The political life of France is at present characterised by 
the determined resistance of the working population to the 
campaign of persecution, ,which ha:s :been introduced by the 
Government of the National Block ag1ainst Communism and the 
re"'.olutionary tmde unions, 'and it is at the same time charac
tensed by the fight of the working dass against the anti-Soviet 
a1gitation. The rnactionary offern;oi,ve, begun by Sarraut, M·irrister 
of the Interior, has not yet, ho,wever, been ibmken. The bour
geois Press is urging on the Government more wildly th3.n 
ever to extirpate the Communist "traitors, ba!1barians and spies". 
When, on .May 27th Minister ol the Interior Sarraut disported 
himseilf as hero ol the fight agaiinst the Communists, the mem
bers of the National Block turned their thumbs down and roa
red: "Adion, action!" Not enough thai the espionage-affair, 
fabricated by police-spies. had ooUapsed ridicously, :the reactio
nary pack demanded a French repetition of the Joynson-Hicks
Comedy and, in conjunction therew1ith, the breaking off of diplo
matic and commercial relations with the Soviet Union. 

Hundreds of our French worker comrades are already in 
priso,n, conviction follows ·conviction, criminal court procee
dings al'.e continually being :started. The bourgooisie is desirous 
oi rendering a:H the Communist ringle:aders hors de combat. 
for this purpose Minister of Justice, Barthou, has slllbmitted a 
dr:aift of a new disgl'.aceful law, according 1o which al:l political 
offenders shall ibe kept in pri,son immedfately after the first 
judgement, if .the sentence .is one of six months or more, without 
aiwaiting the. jud,gement of the Court o! Appeal. This B:ill is 
evidently intended to fo1fil the demand of foe reactionary Press 
for imprisonment of all revolutionary leaiders. for, if this plan 
~s realised, .all pa,rty and trade-union 'leaders, who have been 
condemned to years of impr.isonment by the Lower Court, may 
shortly be under lock and key. 

Another instrument o! oppression used by French class 
justice is "physical compulsion", the changing of an urnoaid 
fine for a political offence 1info a term of impr:isonment. Only 
a .few days ago the imprisonment of ·several comrades, who 
had been in prison since the middle of 1925 on account of pro
paganda m:JJde in Algeria against the Moroccan ,war, was pro
longed hy 1a number of months on the ground :that they were 
not •. in a position to pay their fines. In this wa:v, comcades 
Lozeroy and Arrighi were ewch condemned to a further eigh
teen months, Aucouturier to twe1ve months more. and Cazala 
rto four months more. 

The workers are already beginning to gi1ve sharp expres
sion to their resentment :agains,t :all these and other reactionary 
measures :designed to rob the :Larbour Movement of its 1leaders 
and fo gag it. The shouts oI triumph from the parties and the 
Government of the "National Union" are already beginning to 
ring hollow. After 1Minister of the Interior Sarraut had received 
the mom! reproach from his ministerial coHeague Briand, 
Mini•s:ter of Justice Barthou suffered a knock from the Parlia
mentary Commission which was instructed to derorive the Com
munist dierputies Doriot, Vaillant-Couturier. Clamamus and 
Duclos of their right of immunity, but which it refused to do 
for fear of the electorate. 

A still more viR"orous thrust was' administered hy the !Wor
king masses themselves. On May 29th, the yearly commemora
tion day of the fi,ghfers of the Commune, more 'than 100,000 
workers demonstrated at the Wall of the federates 
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under the slogans: "For the SoV1iet Union!" "For the Chinese 
Q;>mmuneJ" .. "Down :with the employeris' offensiive!" "l)Qwn 
;with the mrhtary law and Paul :Boncour',s mob11isation ~a.w !" 
The immense and enthusiastic demonstration IWlllS echoed 
throughout 'the whole of Friance. 

On rt~e s:tme day there wa:s 1a by-election for the Chamber 
of Deputies m the Departement Aube, fargely an ag11ioulturial 
distrkt, ,populated dJJie~ly lby ,vine-dressers and weavers. The 
election, 1in rwhich the C. P. of France particirpaied under the 
same slogans ras were us,ed at the ,P,afis Demonstration, afforded 
proof that French Labour is beginning to gather more closely 
'and firmly around the C. P. The Communi,st ,vote rose from 
9807 at the last election, held rin May 1924, to 15,824. 1Both the 
Socialists and the :Fascists regiistered an increase of votes but 
they. still remained a long :way behind the C.. P. (SociaHsits '8271., 
Fascists 6905). The National Block and the R<\!Jdical ' Socialists, 
the two government parties, suffered a great defeat; the former 
showed a recess.ion ffom 21,412 to 14,465 votes and the latter 
from 15,833 to 6434. The Communists, therefore, headed the 
pbll. In this nta:nner, 1the electonate has expressed Hs rviiew of the 
Government as railso · of the Opposition 1and ha'S ded:ired its 
marked sympathy for the Commumist slogans. 

· Still greater sirgnificance 1attaches to the campaign of the 
Communist Party against the Paul Boncour law. For a number 
of weeks hundreds of thousands of lists have been circuia:ting 
in factories, agricuLturail districts, in barracks, aJboand rwia:rships, 
in offices, etc., for ·'the collection of s:i1g:natures agiainst the P:aul 
Boncour project for mobilising the whole nation in case of 
war, against the new military laws, rwhich are being planned, 
and, dn general, against a new rwar. The F,rench Chambre has 
alreaidy :commenced the disoussfon of 1his farw. Under 1,he pre
text - i,t rwill <probably not be taken ,sel'iously - of [ntrodu• 
cing one-year 1Service, ,jt is des1ireid to create .a 'Srtrong army of 
professionarl soldiers (120,000 to 200,000 strong), which,' in case 
of necessity, could be caHed upon to figiM 1agains't the worker's 
or against the other portion of the regular army, in case the 
latter should prove insuffioiently "reHable", and, in case of war 
to aJct as compulsion service for the "unreliable" iworkers and 
peasants :in mHifary tunics. 

In his last great speech in ipadiaiment Sarraut descriibed' the 
corrosion of the French army 1and niavy through Communist 
propagianda. Fresh mani1festations harve recently occurred in the 
:army, espeoiaHy among the resernres, who have t1his year been 
called u:p for 1.wenty-five days of 1:ra:ining for the first time since 
the war. There was the "Bourg:es Incident": 300 sol:dier1s de
monstrated their dissatisfaction for hour:s on end hy singing 
the "International". 
· All this goes to prove that 1he working cla'Ss is on the 
watch. The Communist Party of France is carrying on this 1w:ar 
of defence with all .its ene,rgy. The confidence of the working 
class is i;rrowina, a fact which is to be seen from the result 
of the ,su:bscrirption org,anised by the C. P. F.: within a few 
weeks a sum of 200,000 Francs was raised 1in support of the 
Party's activity. 

The C. P. F. does not. miss :any oppontunity of rnising its 
voice .against any of the other disgra1oeful pfans of the bour
geoisie. and :parHcul(lcrly aigainst their constant economic offen
sive a1g:aiinst the rwonking das's. The Minister of Commerce in 
the Poincare Government. Bokanowski, submitted to ParHam~nt 
a:t the instigation of the heavy industries and the manufacim'ers 
a project for a protective tariff, according to which the customs 
duties 1at present covering i:ndustrial products and 1agricuHuml 
produce would be raised on the arverage ibv 25 per cent. That 
meant a further 25 ;per cent increase . in the cost of living, 
despite the circumstance ;that in the 1course of the year 1926 
living had become 19 to 26 per 'Cent dearer :and that the em
ployers' ·associations are trying harder and harder to cut MTages. 
At the same time, Poincare endeavoured 1to di,~pose of ~he State 
monopoly for the manufacture of martches to a Swedish-Ameri
can match trust, po.intillR" out 1that this ;fJiUst rwas pi'epared to 
make to France a loan of 80 miUion dollars, ,which sum France 
needed to meet her financial obHgiations. 

The economic offensive, therefore, proceeds na:raUel with 
the ooliHcal campajgn of a,gii~ation a~ainst the C. P. F. and the 
revolutionary trade unions: And this circumstance has contrii
buted in no ~mall measure to make it clear to the working 
masses that they must fi,gM ·with all their mi~M 1agiainst the 
purpose of capitalist reaction, namely to destroy the Commu
nist Party in order to make out of the working class a con
venient instrument for .its efforts after power. 

The Resignation of the Government 
in Persia. 
By S. Jr a n s k i. 

The Mustafa el Memalek Government bas resigned. 
Miu&tafa el ,Memallek has heen caned upon to torm a Gabi

net three times in the 1oourse of a year, in J:une.}1926, 1in Sep
tember 1926 and in Februairy 1927. Thus, ,the Government has 
lasted four months sirlce the last reconstruction o:f the Cabinet 
~n tFebmary 1927. Such frequent changes of Cabine1t are a fairly 
common occurence in Persi,a. It is charaderistiic·of the past year 
however that the. formation of a new Cabinet has been entrusted 
~hree times to the same person. 

The duties of the Foruga (Sok ol Molk) Government which 
was formed in December 1925 immediately after Resa Khan 
was chosen as Shah, were . to get the foreign governments to 
recognise t,he new dynasty, to legalise the revolution which had 
taken place in the eyes of the . population, to carry thr .)Ugh 
the elections for the Sixth . Session of the Parliament and to 
complete negotiations which had already been begun with re
gard to the a~reement between Persia and Turkey. The Go
vernment, which was too much absorbed in internal affairs, 
or, to put it more exactly, with the affairs of the new Mon
archy, did not devote the attention they deserved to the rela

. tions between Persia and the Soviet Union. Under the influence 
of this defective regulation of affairs, the national economy of 
Persia suffered a severe depression. The economic crisis be
came particularly acute in North Persia towards the end of the 
summer of 1926. 

The Mustafa el Memalek Cabinet, which followed the 
Foruga (Sok ol Molk) Government, was faced above all . by the 
task of regulating the relations between Persia and the Soviet 
Union. In spite of the fact that a "well-tried Nationalist" was 
at its head, this Cabinet did nof show much capacity for work. 
Having sprung from a coalition, it proved unstable because of 
internal conflicts and soon lost the majority in Parliament in 
spite of being a coalition government. 

This is extremely characteristic of Persian "parlia~entar-; 
ism". Although Persia has nominally a Parliament built up 
on the European model, there are actually no political parties, 
in the European sense of the word, in Persia. The political 
groupings in Parliament are usually determined by personal 
fractions. Individual, influential deputies, who aim at Ministerial 
posts, form their own groups, to which they give all kinds of 
pretentious names ("Unity", "Independence", "Freedom"). The 
"leaders" of such groups who, not infrequently, are instruments 
for carrying out the will of thei., British Mission in Teheran, 
the capital, make agreements among themselves with regard to 
the Ministerial posts in the next government, form the majority 
in Parliament and overthrow the existing government which is 
in competition with them. 

Therwpon, the fight for the Ministerial posts usually be- · 
gins; the "leaders" of the Opposition, in their efforts to win 
over as manl deputies and groups as possible to their side, 
make promises, greater than they can htlfil, to their "adherents", 
which, in a short time, leads to the formation of new fractions 
and a new majority. 

This "Parliamentary work" is counter-balanced by the pres
sure of individual strata of Persian society who are clearly 
aware of their class interests and try to enforce them, as well 
as by the pressure exercised by the Shah, who either compels 
Parliament to do what seems to him most desirable at a given 
moment or, if it suits him better, washes his hands of the 
whole affair by taking cover behind .the "will of the people". 
The three last Cabinets of Mustafa el Memalek arose from 
a compromise between the endeavours of progressive circles in 
Persia to regulate their relations with the Soviet Union, which 
the Shah had to take into account, and Persian parliamentary 
practice which he did not, at the moment, think it advisable 
to oppose. In consequence of these combinations, the Cabinet 
was reconstructed three times within a year, the head of it 
each time being Mustafa el. Memalek, of whom the advanced 
circles in Persia expected that he would regulate Persia's re-
lations with the Soviet Union. , 

As a matter of fact, each of the Mustafa el Memalek's Ca
binets has made efforts to justify these hopes. At the end of 
the summer of 1926, Teimur Tasha, the Court Minister, was 
sent to Moscow where he succeeded in coming to an under-
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standing with regard to all questions under dispute, but the 
resolutions which had been passed, were rejected by the par
liamentary leaders. At the end of March 1927, Ali Guli Khan, 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, went to Moscow. The Soviet 
Government met Persia's wishes, and the Foreign Minister's 
negotiations with the Soviet Union ·passed off with entire suc
cess. When the negotiations were already completed however 
and both sides were proceeding to confirm the agreements in 
question, the Mustafa el Memalek Cabinet resigned, as it had 
been in the minority in Parliament. 

It is not without interest to recall that this method of in
fluencing the course of negotiations has already been applied 
several times by the reactionary circles and by the British 
agency which backs them. In 1921, a few days before the treaty 
of friendship between the Soviet Union and Persia was signed, 
the Sapekhaar Government in Teheran was overthrown by a 
military revolt. Nevertheless they did not succeed in preventing 
the treaty being signed. In 1923, when, after more than a year 
of negotiations, the commercial treaty between the Soviet Union 
and Persia was about to be signed, a crisis of the Mustafa el 
Memalek:Cabinet was brought about in Teheran, and that time 
the signing of the treaty was successfully frustrated. 

Now, after four years of extremely severe complications in 
the domain of the commercial relations between the Soviet 
Union and Persia, both sides were for the third time preparing 
for the signing of the treaty, and exactly the same thing hap
pened as in 1923. The third party, to whose advantage it is 
to keep the commercial relations between the Soviet Union and 
Persia in a state of tension, systematically does everything to 
frustrate the attempts to regulate these relations. The extremely 
degenerate and venal character of a certain section of the "po
liticians" of Teheran is preparing the soil on which British 
intrigues against the Soviet Union often obtain rich results. 

The progressive elements in Persia, however, are gra
dually overcoming the ·"English disease'', with which Persia 
was inoculated; and when, at the beginning of 1927, the British 
agency tried, with the help of q:rtain Government circles, to 
turn to account the discontent of Persian merchants in order 
to boyco{ the Soviet Union, it soon became convinced of the 
utter fruitlessness of this enterprise. The attempts of the Bri
tish when, in March 1927, the Persian Foreign· Minister went 
to Moscow, to distract the attention of the Government and of 
the public in Persia from the necessity of regulating the re
lations of Persia with the Soviet Union by organising insur
rect.ions in the Western provinces of Persia (Kurdistan and 
Luristan) were equally unsuccessful. These revolts were either 
nipped in the bud or quickly suppressed. 

For many reasons, progressive circles in Persia regard 
the resignation of the Cabinet as inopportune in view of the 
present international conditions. In reference to this, the Teheran 
newspaper "Tufan" of May 29th, writes among other things: 

[ 

'' A change of Cabinet is undesirable, because nego
tiations with Moscow are not yet completed, because legal 
reform has not yet been carried through and because Par
liament has not yet been able to revise the Budget." 

CHINA 

The Military Situation in tJhina. 
By St or in. 

The great victories of the Wuhan Government on the de
cisive Peking front gave rise to immense excitement among 
the imperialists and the occupation troops, as also among the 
remainder of the Angodsun (the name of the united armies 
under the command of Chang Tso Lin. Ed.). The plan io 
throttle the Wuhan Government has again failed, and the re
voh1tion is once more triumphant in spite of all difficulties and 
obstacles. 

The strategic position of the army advancing against Pe
king is characterised roughly by the following facts: The Pro
vince of Shansi, with its governor Yen Si Shan, is now as 
ever neutral; among the troops of Yen Si Shan there are 
und-0ubtedly portions which sympathise with Feng Yu Hsiang, 
who is advancing on Peking. The Province of Shantung is 
occupied by troops of Chang Tsun Chang numbering about 

70,000 men, while his chief forces are at the moment evidently 
outside the frontiers of Shantung, in the Province of Kiangsu 
and in the northern part of the Province of Anhwei. In Kiangsu, 
Chang Tsun Chang is operating with the remainder of the 
armies of Sun Chuan Fang, numbering about ·20,000 men. 

The rest of the defeated Mukden army of Chang Tse Liang, 
the son of Chang Tso Lin, withdrew to the northern bank 
of the River Hoangho and at present disposes of a fighting 
force numbering at the most from 30,000 to 40,000 men. In 
the Peking-Tientsin district there are about 40,000 Mukden 
soldiers, who could hardly afford support to Chang Tse Liang. 
Opposed to these forces of Chang Tse Liang there are the 
troops of Feng Yu Hsiang and Tang Sen Shi composed of 
50,000 fully armed and capable soldiers, who have won big 
victories. Furthermore, in tne district of Shunin there are about 
60,000 to 70,000 soldiers of . the Honan portion of the Revo
luti-0nary People's Army. In the Province of Shensi and in the 
western part of Honan there are a further 50,000 soldiers, some 
of .them under the command of Feng Yu Hsiang and some 
under other generals. 

The Wuhan Government therefore has a distinctly pre
ponderating force in the fight against the Mukden troops and 
is in a position to attack the fortified bridgehead on the River 
Hoangho. In case of further victory on the part of Feng Yu 
Hsiang, of the defeat of Chang Tse Liang and of complete 
neutrality on the part of the Governor of Shansi, the question 
of Chang Tsun Chang's intentions and what action he will 
take, will become of great significance to the Wuhan Go
vernment. 

In spite of their extremely advantageous flanking position 
against the advancing Wuhan troops, the army of Chang Tsun 
Chang is greatly handicapped by the operations ag'ainst the 
army of Chang Kai-shek. It is very improbable that Chang 
Tsun Chang will be able to liberate important forces to. 
operate against Tang Shen. Shi and Feng Yu Hsiang. Chang 
Kai-shek's offensive lends weight to this assumption. That will 
facilitate the march of the Wuhan army against Peking. The 
revolutionary armies of Feng Yu Hsiang and Tang Shen Shi 
are developing further their decisive offensive against the re
latively narrow sections of the northern portion of Honan and 
of the southern portion of the Province of Chili. Nevertheless, 
one cannot regard the situation created here as unalterable 
and stable. The rapprochement of the foreign imperialists to 
Chang Kai-shek - the reports of negotiations between him 
and the Mukden generals point in the same direction - ~ay 
change this position. 

From this point of view the objectives of the attacking 
operations of Chang Kai-shek are characteristic. The operation 
directive of Chang Kai-shek confines the task of his army 
to the occupation of Pengpu. That would indicate that he has 
no definite intentions. This may in some measure by explained 
by the political intentions in regard to the Angodsun. In any 
case, we can for the present count upon the mutual crippling 
of the armies of Chang Tsun Chang and Chang Kai-shek. It 
was previously our opinion that the operations of Chang Kai
shek would not be of specially energetic character. His army 
of about 120,000 men has not a definite numerical superiority 
over those of Chang Tsun Chang and Sun Chuan fang. Again, 
the political condition of his a[my is not very satisfactory. 

In this relation, two extremely important facts. must be 
mentioned, which in the further course of events will un
doubtedly play a very important part. Japan, who landed troops 
in Tsingtao, occupied the line Tsingtao-Tsinan. Furthermore, 
the troops of the foreign imperialists are about to occupy the 
Peking-Tientsin Railway with strong forces. These factors make 
it appear possible that the imperialists will resist actively the 
conquest of Peking by the Wuhan Govern121ent. 

In spite of these obstacles and in spite of all possible 
hindrances, the way is open to Feng Yu Hsiang and Tang 
Shen Shi for further victories in North Honan and in the 
Province of Chili. In addition fo their strategic significance, 
these victories will also have great political significance, as they 
will effect further disruption in the enemy armies and further 
develop the peasant movemnt. 

The peasant movement is growing at an extraordinary 
rate. Not very long ago there were 5 million peasants participJ
ting in the revolutionary movement. At the present time, there 
are in the Provinces of Kwantung, Honan and Hupeh more 
than 20 million peasants organised in the associations and 
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participating actively in the revolutionary movement. The pea
sant troops ("Red Lances") are giving effectual support to the 
revolutionary Southern troops. . 

The march of the counter-revolutionary troops against the 
capital of the Wuhan Government is marked by a number <Ji 
serious defeats. Naturally, the final liquidation of the remaining 
counter-revolutionary forces in West Hupeh by the national
revolutionary army requires considerable effort and a number 
0! 1 serious operations. The divisions of Yan Sen and Wu Pei 
Fu are still grouped in the territory north of the Duntin Lake 
as far as Nan Yang. Against these counter-revolutionary groups 
the best of the forces have carried on the most active opera
tions. The operations against the Yan Sen group, consisting 
of a frontal attack accompanied by an enveloping movement, 
will bear fruit in the near future. Operations have also com
menced against the group of Wu Pei Fu. 

On the whole we can again report a distinct development 
oI the success of the Chinese revolution. There are still many 
difficulties to be faced. We know from our experience in the 
Russian civil war what difficulties revolutionary troops have 
to surmount. Nevertheless, we do not doubt that all these diffi
culties will be overcome. Distinct political aim and determined 
actiein are powerful weapons in the hands of the revolutionaries 
of China in their fight against the disjointed counter-revolutio
~ary ~or.ces, both of the Chinese militarists and of the foreign 
1mpenahsts. In the present state of affairs, a march ol the 
revolutionary armies to Peking cannot at all be regarded as 
impracticable. Such a march would be unthinkable in a war 
between two states. It is, however, a very real possibility 
under the circumstances of civil war, where the strategic 
actions are most closely related to the whole development of 
the revolutionary forces. 

[ THE BALKANS 
The Result of the Parliamentary 

Elections in Bulgaria. 
By P. R. (Sofia). 

I 

It was with unheard-of cynicism that on the day after the 
Bulgarian Parliamentary elections, Lyaptcheff declared that they 
had taken place without the least disturbance of the peace. 

So as to win through at any price, the Lyaptcheff Go
vernment had mobilised the entire police apparatus and the 
Fascist organisations. In this connection the Oovernment made 
use of the following means of "propaganda": 

The prohibition or "mobbing" of meetings of any party 
of .the Opposition; the arrest and internment of the Opposition 
agitators and candidates; the blockading and inundation of 
entire districts with police, detectives and so-called "apex
commands" (Fascist militant bodies); the dissolution of Oppo
sitional district councils and the appointment of Government 
commissaries to replace them; an economic coercion, especially 
against the peasants, by the repeal of the permission to graze 
or glean firewood in State pastures or forests and the threat 
of collecting all tax arrears slymld the debtor fail to vote for 
the Government; the destruction of the electioneering correspon
dence and publications of the Opposition in the post-offices and 
the confiscation of Oppositional voting papers as illicit matter; 
the organisation of political trials on a huge scale in the 
month just preceding the elections, and the like. Even now 
that the elections are over, the press of the Opposition is 
full of accounts of acts of terrorism. 

Political murders and the "disappearance" of individuals 
again began to occur. The peasant publication "Zemledelsko 
Vasrashdanye" was again and again confiscated by the police 
for having dared to ask the Government the whereabouts of 
P. Dragneff, a peasant candi.date from Stara Zagara, who was 
arrested by the police and then completely disappeared. Ac
cording to press reports, the following members of the Oppo
sition were assassinated ·during the few weeks preceding the 
elections: Michael Ilieff, a member of the Peasant Union from 
the village of Rakovsky, the murderer being a Fascist called 
V. Dobrikoff ("Zemlesdelsko Zname" of May 21st); Marin 
Ilieff, murdered in the village of Debnevo (Troyanko) by ad
herents of the Government, who were naturally never discovered 

("Novini"); P. Vasileff, found stabbed in the town of Stara 
Zagara, the murderer having been a bribed soldier who was, 
of course, also not arrested ("Svobodna Ryetch" of May 1st); 
Saptcho Ilieff, shot by police and Fascists in the streets of 
Troyan, said by the "Utro'; (a paper friendly to the Govern
ment) to have been "suspected of being a member of the 
Communist Party". 

All the arrested Opposition members were cruelly tortured; 
not even their wives and children were spared by the sadistic 
police. Thus the bourgeois-democratic party organ "Zname" 
of May 14th reports lhat the police fetched the children of 
Ivan Ekimoff and I. Alexoff (members of the Opposition) out 
of the elementary school and flogged them brutally at the police 
station. 

In many districts, such as Orkhanye, Lorn, Ferdinand, and 
the like, the electioneering terrorism assumed acute forms. 
Panic reigned at. Orkhanye, where the Government candidates 
were colonel Calfoff (Minister of Foreign Affairs during the 
Zankoff Oovernment) and St. Ivanoff (former district chief of 
police). These men · knew no scruples in attaining their aim. 
Even the Government organ "Zora" (in close connec;tion with 
Lyaptcheff) had on May 23rd to admit the extreme terrorism 
practiced in the Orchany region. Thus the editor-in-chief of 
this paper writes in an article bearing his signature: ,,I went 
myself to Orkhanye so as to ascertain whether the rumours of 
terrorism were true, and I had to own that the form of 
terrorism prevailing there is scandalous. It would appear that 
the Orkhanye region is a mediaevally feudal district, the satraps 
of which are determined at any price to be elected as delegates. 
In spite of the steps I undertook with the various authoriti~s 
towards mitigating the situation, nothing· could be done in this 
direction." (All in heave type in the "Zora" itself.) 

It is impossible in a single article even to hint at all the 
cruel acts of terrorism perpetrated. 

In spite of the outrageous terrorism it employed, the Go
vernment secured fewer votes than the Opposition. It owes 
its predominance in the Cham.be~ merely ~o .the reaction~ry 
election system, based on the prmc1ple of ma1onty. The election 
victory of the Lyaptcheff Government is a "Py~rhan" victory 
in a war against the working classes of Bulgaria. 

The numbers of votes figured as follows: 

Government Coalition with Stambolovists . 
Opposition, in all . . . . . . . . 

(thereof: Toilers' Parties: 305,894) 
Bourgeois List in the Petritch District . 
Invalid Votes . . . . . . . . . . . 

Votes 
521,246 
562,078 

37,809 
12,000 

The mandates, as recorded by the Government, are distri
buted as follows: 

Democratic Sgovor (Government Party) . 
Stambolovists (allied with the Government) 
Democrats .... 
Social· Democrats . . 
Liberals . . . . . 
Radicals (Dissidents) 
Smilovisti . . . . 
Small Tradesmen . . 
Workers' Party . . . . . 
Peasant Union ("Vrabtcha") . . . ·. 
Tomovists (Right Wing of Peasant Umon) 
Neutrals (in Petritch District) . . . . . 

Mandates 
167 

6 
11 
10 
6 
2 
1 
6 
6 

44 
3 

11 

In many places the bloc of toilers' parties was actually 
realised by the establishment of a united front between the 
Workers' Party, the Peasant Union, the Small Tradesmen, and 
the Social Democratic Party. In all such places the Government 
suffered a decided defeat. In other places the formation of 

·such a bloc was frustated as a result of the attitude of the 
petty bourgeois parties (Social Democrats, Small Tradesmen, 
and Peasant Union). . 

In the districts in which the Workers Party went mde
pendently to the elections, it netted 26,000 votes; in Sofia alone 
5867 votes and two mandates. As regards the number of votes, 
the Government was beaten in every town, including the capital. 

The so-called "invalid" votes (12,000) count to the Oppo
sition. These are the votes of the unlegal!sed lists of the 
toilers' parties, which failed to be recogmsed as a result 
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of the Government terror and all manner of machinations. The 
votes of the Petritch district (general bourgeois list) also 
mainly benefit the Opposition. 

Altogether the Opposition received 611,000 votes, as against 
521,000 votes for the Government. The total number of votes 
of the Government, votes wrung from the population with fire 
and sword, was 521,000, or 39.1 per cent. of all votes registered. 
But thank to the magnificent election system, the Government 
nevertheless received the majority of mandates, a majority 
which will be made to serve as the Parliamentary cover for 
a sanguinary fascist dictatorship. · 

The last wor_d, however, does not rest with this "Parlia
mentary" Bulgarian Government, but with the working class 
and the rest of the toiling population of the country. 

I THE LABOUR MOVEMENT 

The Struggle of the Striking 
Tobaeeo Workers in Bulgaria. 

(A Letter to the "lnprecorr".) 

Sofia, June 3rd, 1927. 

Two days prior to the Parliamentary elections, on May 
27th; the tobacco workers o~ the Bulgarian capi,tal approached 
their employers wi,th demands for an inorease of wages, obser
vanoe of the eight hour. day, and a general ;improvement in 
working conditions. 

The employers refused, and the tobacco workers started a 
sfrike which at the present moment compris·es the workers of 
10 tobacco £aictories, totalling some 2500. The ,workers of the 
other Sofia tobacco factories may be expeoted shortly to join 
forces with the stdkers. In the proviinces, the 1000 workers of 
the tobacco factory at Pazardjik have ,aJready joined ,the move
ment, while the tobacco-workers' organisations in 1the o1her 
great tobacco centres (Plovdiv, Haskovo, Stanimaka, Duonitza, 
etc.) have declared their readiness to co-operate in a general 
Bulgarian tobacco-workers' strike, which would thus comprise 
30,000 male and female workers. 

Severe measures on the part of .the police have alre1ady 
been brought ·to bear on the sfa·.ikers. Up ~o the present, the 
strike committees of ·two .factor'ies and 150 of the strikers ha.ve 
been arrested, m1ny of the pri.s.oners being subjected to mal
treatment. The Government newspapers encoura1ge the policy to 
attack the strikers and ende1av0iur to naise sympathies against the 
strike by maintaining that it was organised "in obedience to 
orders from abroad". 

What are the demands of the s1,rikers? 
Their main demand is for a wage increase. Between 35 

,and 40 per cent. of them get daily wage of 20 fo 40 leva (the 
leva being worth about a halfpenny). The lower wage barely 
suffiices for a single midday meal. The workers demand a rise 
of 15 levas for all drawing less than 60 levas daily and a rise 
of 10 levas aborve this limit. They also ask for equal treatment 
for male and female workers .if ,employed on the same work. 

The second demand purporlfs the observance of the eigh\ 
hour day. In the tobacco indus-try the ave11a1ge working time is 
a nine hour day. . 

The third demand refers to the improvement of working 
conditions and a more humane treatment of the workers. 

What is the actual signifioance of th1is sitrike? 
After ·the miHtary-!ascist coup of June 9th, 1923, the first 

blow was struck at the tobacoo ,workers' tnade union asso
ciiation. St. Kiradiyeff, the secretary of the a.ssodation, was 
murdered by fascist bandits, as were also many others of its 
functionaries. After .the destru1ctfr•1 o! the trnde union there 
ensued the ferocious attack of capital on the entire working 
class especially on the .tobaoco workers. It is w,ith the proceeds 
of the tobaoco industry in partioutar that the Fascist coup was 
financed. · 

The tobacco industry is 'well organised; i1t spells the ruin 
of thousands of small producers; it exploits 30,000 tobacco 
workers mercilessly, and has also the monopoly of the Bul
gari1an tobacco trade, so that even the consumers are at its 
mercy. The present Sgovor Government is practically a com-

·---- ------

mittee for loolcing aJter the interests of the totbacco capitalists. 
Since June 9th, 1923, •the present tobacco workers' strike 

has been the &st decided struggle ag,ainst the tobacco mag
nates. It is the beginning of the impending class struggle 
between capital and labour. All strikes hitherto attempted were 
met with the mpst violent means of violence and terror on the 
part of the Zankoff and Lyaptcheff Governments, so that the 
workers should be forced to ,aocept the condiitions of thdr em
ployers; this wias the oase 1wJi.th the workers of the '6ugar fac
tories of Oorna Orekhovitza and ·the dock labourers of Varna. 
The striking tobacco workers are backed by all the working 
class of Bulgar.ia. The Independent Trade Union Associations 
have insMuted collections for the materiial 1a.id of the strikers. 

The striking tobac1co workers are determined to ,answer an . 
deeds of vfolence by a yei fiflitl.er closiing of theiir ranks. 
The strike is being conducted b.y the Independent Toibacoo Wor
kers' Union. Besides persecuting the strikers and the sfrike 
commi,Hees, the Bulg:arian f,ascist Go,vernment has turned upon 
the Independent Tobacco WD!rkers' Organisation, the ·activi1:y of 
which i1t is determined to hamper. 

The struggle o! the tobacco workers is being waged under 
quite particularly serious condHions. The entire Sfa1e appa
ratus and 1he armed fascist bands have been mobilised to safe
guard the interests oJ the cap.italis1s. Therefore the support of 
the struggling workers and of the eintire ,working class of Bul
gar;ia has become an urgent duty for the world proletariat. 

PLENUM OF THE E. C. C. I. 

Resolution on the Statements of 
tJomrades Trotsky and Vuyoviteh at 
the Plenary Session of the E. tJ. tJ. T. 

At the proposal of the Delegations of the Communist .farties 
of Oermanv, Great Britain, France, Italy, Czecho-Slovak1a and 
the United° States of America the follq,wing resolution was 
adopted at the Plenum of the E. C. C. I.: 

The Plenary Session o! the E. C. C. I. 'declares before the 
Communist workers of the whole world that in the present very 
serious situation, in the midst of th~ enemy's attack, som_e 
former leading members of the Commtern have thought 1t 
opportune to make· gross and inconsiderate attacks on the 
Bolshevik world Party. The actions. 9f these lea?~rs of the 
Opposition impede and render more d1ffic1!l! th~ decJSJve revolu
tionary tasks of the present moment: _mob!hsatioi: of all revC!lu
tionary forces and rousing the entJre mternahonal workmg 
class against the imperialist war. 

The V. World Congress o! the C. I. condemned Trotskyism 
as a "petty bourgeois deviation". The VII. Enlarged Plenum 
of the E. C. C. L (December 1926) in its resolutio':1. on the 
question of the Soviet Union, condemned the Oppos1tJon bloc 
as the embodiment of a "Social Democratic deviation" aimed 
at "continuing to foster defeatist moods and a capitulation 
ideology within the Party". The Plenum pointed ou~ ."the 
incompatibility of these views with the fundaments of Lemmsm" 
and declared that the platform of the Opposition "is contrary 
to the principles of real internationalism and to the fundamental 
policy o! the Communist International". The VII. Enlarged 
Plenum declared that "the Opposition bloc has become a 
rallying ground of all and sundry bankrupt tendencies inside 
and outside the C. P. S, LT., condemned by the Party and the 
Comintern". The: Plenum branded particularly the "disorganising 
activity" of the Opposition bloc. 

Comrades Trotsky and Zinoviev, in spite of their own 
solemn qbligations contained in the declaration of October 16, 
1926, in spile of the clear decisions of the entire Party mem
bership and o! the 15th AH-Union Conference of the C. P. S. U., 
in spite of the decisions of the VII. Enlarged Plenum of the 
E. C. C. I., far from ceasing their reastionary activity, directed 
against the policy o! the Comintern, have continued it more 
energetically than before. 

As Comrade Zinoviev, who, through the decision of the 
VIL Enlarged Plenum, has been relieved of all activity in the 
Communist International, could not participate in the present 
session, Comrade Trotsky appeared as the· spokseman of the 
Opposition bloc. Comrade Trotsky repeated with unprecedented 
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violence ·the attacks of the Opposition bloc on the Leninist 
policy in all hmdamenta.l questions of the revolution. 

Between the policy represented by Comnrdes Trotsky and 
Vuyovitch at the present Plenary session of the E. C. C. I. and 
fully endorsed by Comrades Zinoviev and Radek and the policy 
of the Communist International established by· Lenin is a deep 
and unbridgeable gulf. The main features of this Oppositional 
anti-communist policy are: 

1) I~terference with and discrediting the struggle of the 
Communist International against the menace of war. The 
Trotskyites do not direct their energy against the imperialist 
instigators of war, on the contrary, Comrade Trotsky declared 
that "the greatest danger of all was the Party regime". Under 
this slogan Comrade Trotsky propagates in reality reactionary 
defeatism against the cause of the proletarian revolution. On 
the other hand, in spite of repeated invitation, he has not 
swerved an inch from his well-known anti-Leninist standpoint 
in regard to the fundamental questions of revolutionary tactics 
in the first imperialist world war. 

It was just the differences then existing between Trotsky 
and Lenin (rejection of revolutionary defeatism, rejection of 
transformation of the imperialist war into civil war, rejection 
of the sl9gan of fraternisation), which constituted in the world 
war the dividing line between Bolshevism and all the shades 
of Social Democratic opportunism. Contrary to . Lenin's injunc
tion to concentrate particularly on real practical work against 
the menace of war, Comrade Trotsky did not submit to the 
Plenary Session of the E. · C. C. I. a single practical proposal for 
the struggle against the imperialist war. He limited himself to 
the demand, repeatedly rejected by the Communist International, 
to break up the Anglo-Russian Committee, which at this moment 
would have onlv promoted the intentions of the reformist 
betrayers of the British working class. 

2) An utterly wrong estimate of the character of the 
Chinese ·revolution contrary to Lenin's doctrines, on the tasks 
of Communists during a · bourgeois-democratic revolution in 
backward semi-colonial countries. Defeatist exploitation of 
isolated and partial defeats of the Chinese revolution, particularly 
of Chiang Kai-she~.s coup d'Etat in order to spread petty
bourgeois liquidatory panic-moods. Gross misrepresentation of 
the policy of the C. P. S. U. and the C. I. prior and after the 
Shanghai revolution, for the purpose of charging them with the 
betrayal of the Chinese revolution. 

Comrade Trotsky who in 1923 on the threshold of prole
tarian revolution, opposed the formation of Soviets in Germany, 
demanded at the Plenary Session of the E. C. C. I. immediate 
establishment of dual power in the form of Soviets, the 
immediate aim to be: overthrow of the Left Kuomintang Go
vernment. This seemingly ultra-Left but in reality opportunist 
demand is nothing but a repetition of the old Trotskyite stand
point of skipping the petty-bourgeois peasant stage of revolu
tion, a standpoint advocated by Comrade Trotsky already in 
1905 jointly with the Mensheviks against Lenin. 

3) Complete political and organisational alliance with the 
renegades expelled from the C. P. 0. of the Maslow-Ruth Fischer 
group, whose immediate reinstatement in the Comintern was 
proposed by Comrade Trotsky and whose "bulletin" is con
tinually supplied with material by the Opposition leaders; 
Through the medium of the Opposition leaders not only the 
expelled ultra-Left groups, but also all other class enemies 
receive in this manner regularly a false version of the internal 
affairs of the Party which is at the head of the proletarian 
dictatorship. The alliance between the Trotskyites and rene
gades of the Maslow type, assumes a pa.rticularly disorganising 
significance in view of the fact that the Maslow group intends 
to publish an anti-Communist daily organ, is preparing the 
establishment of its own anti-(:ommunist Party and is working 
for the establishment of a counter-revolutionary "Fourth Inter
national". 

4) The demand that in the struggle against the menace of 
war the orientation of the Comintern should be towards .the 
anarcho-syndicalist elements. Thereby the revolutionary united 
front tactic, the Bolshevik of capturing the proletarian masses, 
which is more necessary than ever just now when the menace 
of war is greater than ever before, is substituted by the 
sectarian policy of rapprochement to international anarchism 
and syndicalism who are fighting with the foulest means against 
the Comintern and the Soviet Union side by side with the worst 
White Guard elements. 

5) Deliberate defamation and discrediting oi the Communist 
International which is charged by Comrade Trotsky with a 
hangmen's policy against the Chinese proletariat, the Executive 
of which he abused as an institution of bourgeois-liberal "cheap
jacks of the national bloc", whose policy he opposes as a 
"dastardly policy". Deliberate defamation and discrediting of 
the Soviet Union, to whose policy Comrade Trotsky attaches the 
epithet "national-conservative narrowness". This lie is the direct 
complement to the bourgeois Social democratic incitement cam
paign against the alleged "Red imperialism" of the Soviet Union. 

The common connecting link between all these attacks 
by Comrade Trotsky on L'eninism is the continuation of the 
struggle against the inner-Party regime of the C. P. S. U .. and 
the C. I. under the false banner of "freedom of opinion" 
borrowed from Menshevism, a struggle already condemned by 
the Fifth World Congress and the VII. Enlarged Executive. These 
attacks of Comrade Trotsky are solely intended to shatter the 
discipline of the Bolshevik organisation of the revolutionary 
proletariat, to undermine its unity, to lower its prestige in the 
eyes of the working class and to weaken it in the face of the 
imperialist and social-traitor enemies. 

Comrade Trotsky tried in vain to disguise his Menshevik 
attacks by "revolutionary" pseudo-radical Left phraseology, by 
hypocritical reservations of his willingness to submit to the 
decisions which have been made .and by dishonest offers "to 
settle the conflict" in order to conceal his desertion from the 
Communist workers. The futility of such manoeuvres is parti
cularly evident in Comrade Trotsky's final declaration: "We will 
fight to the uttermost against this course". Comrade Trotsky 
tried in vain to disguise his disrupting policy by suggesting 
with the ~elp of ludi~rous deceptive phraseology that the Social 
Democratic standpomt was not his, but rather that the 
Comintern was adopting an opportunist policy. 

Comrades Trotsky and Vuyovitch endeavoured to interfere 
~ith the .work .of the Plepary Sessioi;i of the E. C. C. I. by con
!muous ~1rculation of anti-_Party f!a.ct1on material, by systematic 
mterruptions and other d1sorgamsmg actions. 

The Plenary Session of the E. C. C. I. is held at the moment 
when the international situation is extremely serious and critical. 
The distinctive feature of the present world situation is not only 
~rowi~g acuteness of all class struggles, but above all, the 
1!nmed1ate -d~nger of a predatory '.lttack .of the British imperia
lists and their vassals on the Soviet Umon, the intervention of 
the imperialists against tht national liberation strug-gle in China 
which is already in full swing, the joint. fierce offensive of. all 
reactionarv forces against the Comintern, the attempt of the 
bourgeoisie to suppress and crush the labour movement and 
the Communist Parties in the most important capitalist countries. 

Just at a moment like this Comrade Trotsky and his 
followers launch a fierce attack on the Comintern, the only 
leading organ of the world revolution, and against the 'Soviet 
Union, the only State organised form of the world revolution. 
At a moment like this the Trotskyites accuse the Communist 
world Party of treachery and make the charge of degeneration 
against .the State of proletarian dictatorship. This attack of 
the Trotskyite Opposition follows the same Jines as the on
slaught of the bourgeoisie and its agents intended to destroy the 
important strongholds of the proletarian world revolution. 

The present situation makes it incumbent on the entire 
Communist International to frustrate this attack of the Opposi~ 
tion bloc, to preserve strict unity in its ranks and to concen
trate all available forces on the preparation of the struggle 
against the imperialist war, on stubborn defence of the only 
proletarian state of the world, and on whole-hearted support for 
the great Chinese revolution. 

The reply of the Plenary Session of the E. C. C. I. to the 
attacks of Comrade Trotsky, which are nothing but a desperate 
struggle of individual political deserters against the front of the 
Communists of the world is: solid determination to put an end 
to these disruptive manoenvres. The policy as well as the actions 
of the Opposition leaders 11re a dir,ect sabotage of the Communist 
struggle against the imperialist war. The attitude of Comrade 
Trotsky and of those who share his views, is imbued with the 
spirit of. coalition with the renegades, the spirit of Menshevik 
wobbling between the camp of revolution and the camp of impe
rialist counter-revolution. This' wobbling which is characteristic 
of Trotskyism constitutes a crime in the present acuteness of 
the class struggle. The Comintern feels in duty bound to liqui" 
date once and for all this ultra-Left social-democratic tendencv 
as well as the continuous hostile attacks of this group of 



bankrupt leaders who are becoming dissociated from the 
proletariat. 

Therefore the Plenary Session of the E. C. C. I. resolves: 
1) The E. C. C. I. declares that the principal policy as weil 

as the action of Comrades Trotsky and Vuyovitch to be incom
patible with their position of member and candidate of the Exe
cutive Committee of the Communist International. 

2) The E. C. C. L forbids categorically any perpetuation of 
fractional struggle on the part o! Comrades Trotsky and 
Vuyovitch. 

3) The. Plenary Session of the E. C. C. J. empowers the 
Presidium of the E. C. C I. and the I. C. C. to effect the formal 
expulsion of Comrade Trotsky and Vuyovitch from the E. C. C. I. 
in the event of this struggle continuing. 

Resolution on the Chinese Question. 
1. The Significance of the Chinese Revolution. 

The Plenum of the E. C. C. I. places on record that recent 
events have entirely confirmed the point of view of the Com
munist International concerning the Chinese Revolution, and 
are a brilliant confirmation of Lenin's predictions as to its 
international role. 

The great Chinese Revolution is becoming more and more 
an enormously important factor directed against the whole 
system of international imperialism and its principal world 
centres. 

On thi;; account the policy of Social Democracy and of 
the Amsterdam International is direct abetting of imperialism. 
This policy is aimed at veiling the meaning of the Chinese 
Revolution and of imperialist intervention; it is a policy of 
platonic slogans and pacifist half-measures, merging into the 
direct justification of the criminal war against the Chinese Re
volution (Thomas, MacDonald & Co.). 

The E. C. C. I. declares that the international significance 
of the Chinese Revolution becomes all . the greater since !he 
counter-revolutionary war of strangulation, conducted by the 
imperialists against the Chinese people, the concentration of 
imperialist armed forces in China (the foreign warships and 
troops, the practical occupation of Manchuria by Japan, the 
practical seizure of the principal ports by Great Britain and 
the United States. etc.) is accompanied by provocative actions 
against_ the Soviet Union and by the maturing of mighty con
flicts within the anti-Chinese imperialist front which, at the 
present stage is united. 

Consequently, only by the despicable role generally played· 
by Social Democracy which is actively taking part in the 
ideological preparations for the war and only by its bourgeois 
pacifism, which conceals its social imperialism, can the position 
of Social Democracy and the leaders of the Amsterdam Inter
national on the question of the Chinese Revolution be ex
plained. 

The Communist International holds that a party or organi
sation which calls itself labour, and· which refrains from con
ducting a most determined . stnJggle against intervention in 
China, which lulls the vigilance of the working class and 
advocates passivity on· this question, objectively (and some
times subjectively) assists the imperialists. These parties assist 
imperialism not only in strangling the Chinese workers and 
peasants, and thus helping to strengthen the imperialist system, 
but help it iii. its preparations for war against the Soviet Union 
and for world war in general. 

The Executive Committee of the Comintern imposes. upon 
all Sections the obligation actively to support the Chinese Re
volution and to put up an active fight against intervention· in 
China by mobilising the masses, organising masses resistance 
to the despatch of troops, arms, etc. The Executive Committee 
of the Comintern imposes upon all its Sections the obligation 
to explain to the broad masses of the proletariat and the 
toilers generall.f' the international meaning and significance of 
the Chinese Revolution, the connection between counter-revo
lutionary intervention in China and the preparations being 
made for new wars and with the domestic crusade against the 
working class (anti-trade union Bill in England, the Military 
Laws in France, the fascist terror in Italy, etc.). 

The Executive Committee of the Comintern believes that 
il is necessary at the same time to conduct persistent work 
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to expose the policy of Social Democracy and of the Amsterdam 
International which are sabotaging every step taken actively 
lo counteract the imperialists and their government. 

2. The Crisis in the National Revolutionary Movement and the 
New Situation in China. 

The E. C. C. I. places on record that the progre~s o1 
events in the Chinese Revolution has tonfinned the estimation 
of the driving forces oi the revolution made at the last En
larged Plenum. The E. C. C. I. particularly places on record 
that the progress of evrnts has entirely confirmed the forecast 
made by the VII. Enlarged Plenum concerning the inevitable 
abandonmen! . of the. united ~ational revolutionary front by 
the bo~rgeo!Sle and its desertion to the counter-revolution. 

This process was expressed in the counter-revolutionary 
coup d'etat by Chang Kai-shek and a number of other gene
rals,. the format_ion of. the Napking Government and the se
ces~ion of the Right Wmg. of the Kuomintang who have formed 
their own counter-revolutionary organisation and claim it to 
be the Kuomintang. 
. C_han~ Kai~shek's coup has created a new general political 

s1tuatio~ m Chma and a new alignment of the principal class 
forces 111 the country. The Chang Kai-shek coup signifies a 
fundamental. re-groupmg of classes, and consequently the tactics 
of the Commtern must be based on these new circumstances. 
Any attempt to base tactics on the possible compromise with 
Chang Kai-she~ or with the Right wing of the Kuomintang 
would be nothmg less than direct capitulation to Chang Kai
shek anei open betrayal of the interests of the Chinese Revo
lution. 

The. pri~c!pal cause ior the treachery of the bourgeoisie 
and of it mihtary leader, Chang Kai-shek, was the growing 
mas~ move!nent of the working class and of the peasantry, and 
the mcreasmg pressure of the combined forces of international 
imperialism. Scared by the development of the mass movement 
and. !ts . rev?lutionary class demands and slogans, the bour
geo1s1e mev1tably had to prefer - and did prefer - a deal 
with the imperialists and militarists rather than the further de
velopment of the revolutionary struggle. By this the bourgeoisie 
placed its~lf outsi~e the ranks of the revolutionary front. Not
w1thstandmg partial defeats and the counter-revolution brought 
about .by Chang Kai-shek and Co., the revolution has passed 
to 3; ~1gher stage: the bloc between the bourgeoisie, petty bour
¥eoisie: t~e peasantry and the proletariat has collapsed .and 
1s b~gmmng to be transformed into a bloc between the pro
Ietanan, the peasantry and petty bourgeoisie, in which the 
proletariat is .assuming an increasingly leading role. 

The stage of the Chinese revolution which has now closed 
was marked by the existence of two camps: the camp of 
foreign imperialism, feudal militarists and the compradore 
section of the big bourgeoisie on the one hand, and the camp 
of the national revolutionary bourgeoisie, the. peasants, the 
artisans and the workers on the other. In this stage there 
was a tendency for the two camps to break up into three: the 
national bourgeoisie tending to separate itself and oppose the 
"Left bloc" of the proletariat, the artisans and the peasants. 

The present period is marked by the existence of three 
camps: Chang Kai-shek is already shooting down the workers 
and peasants, but is still fighting against the Northern mili
tarists. 

The logic of the struggle, however, is converting these 
three camps into two, but into two new camps in so far as 
the big bourgeoisie (led by Chang-Kai-shek and Pei Churt-chi 
& Co.) must inevitably line up more and more closely with 
leudal reaction and foreign imperialism. This process will be
come accelerated. 

The crisis in the Chinese revolution in the present com
bination of social class forces indicates and proves that the 
completion of the bourgeois democratic revolution against 
feudalism (including the agrarian revolution) and the conclusion 
of the struggle against imperialism (i. e., the realisation of 
national liberation) can be brought about only in the struggle 
against the bourgeoisie which has become counter-revolutio
nary. A consistent struggle for national liberation not only 
does not run counter lo the development of the. mass move
ment of the workers and peasants or to the demands of the 
agrarian revolution, but directly presupposes the growth u! 
the movement of the widest masses of the rank and file. 
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The E. C. C. I. believes that the .tactics of the bloc with 
the national bourgeoisie in the period of the revolution which 
has now passed; were absolutely correct. The "Northern cam
paign" alone, acc.e>mpanied as it was everywhere by the growth 
of. the trade unions, peasant leagues and peasant committees, 
and by the growth of the Communist Party of China, is sufficient 
historical justification of these tactics. 

The E. C. C. I. believes thaf the Presidium acted cor
rectly in simultaneously giving instructions to expose Chang 
Kai-shtk, to seize the important strategical positions in the 
apparatus of the government and of the Kuomintang, to isolate 
the Right Wing of the Kuomintang, to take the orientation 
towards the masses, etc., etc. 

The E. C. C. I. also approves the attitude adopted by the 
Presidium immediately after the Chang Kai-shek coup which 
was first indicated in the manifesto of the Communist Inter
national, issued immediately following the coup. 

The E. C. C. I. again emphasises that the Chahg Kai-shek 
coup and the radical re-grouping of classes of which it was 
the expression, must serve as the· starting point for the whole 
of our future tactics, which must exclude unity, compromise 
or agreement with the bourgeoisie wh,ich has betrayed the 
national revolutionary movement and .has become an active 
counter-revolutionary force. · 

The E. C. C. I. affirms that the line of policy of the Social 
Democrats and of Amsterdam concerning the "internal" 
questions of the Chinese Revolution, logically follows from its 
attitude towards the policy of imperialism in China. 

The "Left" Social Democrats in words "defend" the Shan
ghai workers, but in fact, by erecting a Chinese wafl between 
the social revolution arid the bourgeois-democratic revolution 
in China, and in fighting against the ,vanguard of the Chinese 
workers, the Communists, they are combating lhe hegemony 
of the proletariat in the, national revolution and consequently 
favour the victory of the bourgeois imperialist bloc. 

Official SociafDemocracy and Amsterdam are steering a course 
more and more towards sunporting Chang Kai-shek and in 
favour of linking up with the yellow "labour" organisatiops 
in China, which are striving to establish counter-revolutionary 
in the place of revolutionary trade unions. . 

In chawing · the Communists with splitting the Chine5e 
national revolutionary movement, (Riirht Social Democrats) and 
with inadeauately nrotecting the special interests of the Chinese 
nroletariat ("Left" 'social Democrats). international Menshevisrn 
is in fact becominv the direct ally, not only of foreign impe
rialism, but also .of its Chinese agents, the Nanking gang of 
executioners ol the working class. 

3. The Partial Defeat of the Chinese Revolution .and Principal 
Forces of the Counter-Revolution. 

The E. C. C. I. places on record that the serle:s ol bour
geois counter~revolutionary coups (Shanghai, Nankin.g, Canton, 

· etc.) represent partial defeats of the Chinese revolution and a 
real acquisition of strength by the counter-revolutionary bloc. 

The E. C. C. I., however, regards the view as incorrect 
that these defeats menace the fate of the revolution as a whole. 

This view is wrong. for the reason that it considers . the 
·Chinese bourgeoisie as the greatest danger to the revolution. 
The combined forces of Chang Kai-shek would have been 
crushed by the victorious revolutionary armies, however, had 
not the principal strongholds of the counter-revolution been 
supported by the forces of · international Imperialism, which 
employs all methods and has its own agency among the vacil
latinir elements of the national revolutionary front. 

The E. C. C. I. imposes upon all its Sections the imperative 
duty of explainin~ to the working class. and the peasantry 
the fundamental fact that the imperialist troops, which have 
practically occupied all the important industrial cenires of 
China, are the main counter-revolutionary forces in China. 

The. relatively weak Chinese bourgeoisie would not re
presen.t a serious menace to the Chinese Revoiution, if it were 
no.t directiy. and indirectly supported. by the foreign inter
ventionists .. The latter are concentrating their armed forces, 
blockading ports, isolating the revolutionary centres, financing 
the countrer-revolutionary armies, exerting continuous diplo
matic pressure, supporting bourgeois conspiracies in the terri
tory of the ·revolutionary government, organising the sabotage 
of industry, trade and credit, by the foreign .and native bour
geoisie, etc. 

It is particularly important to point out the frantic efforts 
of the imperialists to break up the labour and Communist 
organisations, to suppress the peasant movement and to 
isolate the Soviet Union. 

As against the partial defeat of the revolution, however, 
we have the fact that it has passed io a higher stage of 
development and that a more intensive mobilisation of the 
masses has commenced. The growth of the peasant movement, 
organisation of. armed forces of insurgents, the series of 
victories achieved by the spontaneously organised forces over 
the armies of the treacherous generals, the preservation of the 
wo.rking class organisations in spite of the raging terror, the 
continuous growth of the Communist Party and the Left wing 
Kuomintang are all important symptoms of the further de
velopment and intensification of the Chinese Revolution. 

In its main tendencies, the Hankow Government and the 
Left wing Kuomintang represent a revolutionary bloc of the 
urban and rural petty bourgeois masses with the proletariat. 
Notwithstanding possible and even unavoidable betrayals by 
various generals, groups of generals, or individual political 
leaders of the "Left wing" of the Kuomintang, the development 
of the class struggle must inevitably rouse the masses, whose 
movement is the pledge of future victory. 

The E. C. C. I. therefore holds, that the liquidatory view that 
the crisis in the Chinese Revolution is a prolonged defeat 
and creates a new international situation is profoundly in
correct. This view is just as wrong as the pessimistic .estima
tion of the construction of Socialism in the Soviet Union. 
Since it is wrong in substance it cannot but serve as an 
instrument for the disruption of the proletarian ranks, which 
would be particularly harmful at the present time, when unity 
o! will and action of the Communist International and of the 
revolutionary proletariat is particularly necessary. 

4. The Organisation of the Worker and Peasant Masses and 
the Fundamental Tasks of the Communist Party of China. 

The enormous difficulties which the Chinese revolution 
encounters on its path, primarily the difficulties connected with 
the armed and other intervention of the combined forces of 
the imperialists create conditions in the .struggle which demand 
that the overwhelming masses of the toilers be drawn into 
ihe struggle if a victorious completion of the revolution is to be 
achieved. Only by drawing these masses into the active struggle 
can the forces be created which shall break the internal counter
revolution and. the imperialist interventionists, avert the parti
tion of China by the imperialists, eradicate the survivals of 
feudal conditions, complete the bourgeois democratic revolution 
and put the question of the transition of the development of 
China to Socialist lines. 

It is possible to draw the masses into the struggle only 
on the basis of the agrarian revolution in the rural districts 
and by satisfying the needs and the political requirements of 
the urban workers. The abolition of rents paid to the rich, the 
re-distribution of land, the confiscation of the prohibition of 
usurious cDpital, radical reduction of taxation and the trans
ference of the burden of taxation to ihe shoulders of the more 
wealthy sections, etc., must be carried out in the territories of 
the Hankow Government and should rouse the masses against 
the bourgeois traitors and northern militarists. 

Agrarian revolution - such is the fundamental inner social 
economic content of the new stage of the Chinese revolution. 
The most important thing at the present time is to secure the 
"plebian" revolutionary solution of the agrarian· problem from 
below by the tens and hundreds of millions of the peasants 
themselves. And in this, the Communist Party must take the 
lead of the movement. The Communist Party must conduct 
a·policy even within the government to induce it to encourage the 
release d the agrarian revolution as the only way by which 
it will become actually the organisational-political centre of the 
workers' and peasants' revolution and an organ of revolutionary 
democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry. 
On the other hand, only on the basis of such a policy, enacted 
from below and above, is the creation of really reliable armed 
detachments and the reorganisation of the whole army on a 
sound revolutionary foundation, possible. 

In the towns, efforts must be made to raise the standard ol 
living of the working class, to improve radically their jurid",,. 
cal position in the factories as in social life generally, to repeal 
all laws which place the workers in the position of a dis-
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franchised "order" and to carry out the slogan of the eight
hour day, to raise wages and recognise the rights of workers' 
organisations, etc. 

Simultaneously rapid, bold and determined efforts must be 
made to carry out the policy of the mass arming of the workers 
and peasants, primarily the organised and more class-conscious 
of them. This policy must be carried out with all the neces
sary firmness. 

The E. C. C. I. holds that the Communist Party of China 
must exert all its efforts directly and in alliance with the Left 
Kuomintang, to carry on energetic work to mobilise and or
ganise the masses. Most energetic recruiting of workers in the 
Party; most energetic recruiting - in town and country -
of the toiling masses in the Kuomintang, which must as spee
dily as possible, become a broad mass organisation, - such 
is the principal task of the Communist Party of China at the 
present time. 

The E. C. C. I. calls upon the Communist Party of China to 
pay close attention to the necessity for strengthening and en
larging all the various mass organisations of the workers anj 
peasants: trade unions, strike committees, factory councils, 
workers' corps, etc., peasant committees, peasant leagues, agri
cultural labourers' organisations, peasants' armed units, orga
nisations of the urban petty bourgeoisie, organisations of 
artisans, home-workers, etc. In all these organisations, pro
paganda must be carried on for affiliation to the Kuomintang 
and thus help to convert the latter into a powerful mass organi
sation of the revolutionary petty bourgeois democracy and the 
working class. 

The E. C. C. I. resolutely rejects any attempt to oppose the 
tasks of the national revolution to the tasks of the class struggle 
of the proletariat and holds that this contrasting of the two 
tasks, which is observed among ultra-Left European groups 
and among the Social Democrats, is nothing more npr less 
than the repudiation of the hegemony of the proletariat in the 
democratic Chinese Revolution to the advantage of the alleged 
"working class" guildism which politically is a form of op
portunism and converts the proletariat into the tail of the demo
cratic camp, As a matter of fact after the desertion of the 
bourgeoisie to the counter-revolution, the proletariat is be
coming more and more recognised as the leader and guide of 
the whole national revolutionary movement. The Chinese Re
volution cannot develop further or achieve victory unless the 
role of the working class is raised to that of leader of the 
whole of the democratic revolution which can be brought to 
its· conclusion only in the struggle against the bourgeoisie. 

5. The Communist Party and the Kuomintang. 

The Communist Party of China can fulfil the tasks that 
are imposed upon it only to the extent that it, as the vanguard 
of the working class, will preserve its own political features, 
distrinct from the political features of even the most radical 
petty bourgeois revolutionaries. 

No matter what the political situation may be, the Com
munist Party must never become merged with any other 
political organisation. It must represent an independent force; 
it is the organisation of a special class, ~ the proletariat, 
the most consistent and most revolutionary class in the country. 
For that reason the Communist Party must never allow restric
tions to be imposed on it in advocating its views and mobil
ising the masses under its own banner. It must never abandon 
its right to criticse the waverings and hesitations of the re
volutionary petty bourgeois democracy. On the contrary, only 
such criticism will stimulate the petty bourgeo~s revolutionaries 
to go· to the Left and secure the hegemony of the working 
class in the· revolutionary struggle. 

The independence of the Communist Party of China must 
not, however, be interpreted to mean that it must become 
exclusive and isolated from the non-proletarian toiling strata 
and particularly from the peasantry. On these grounds, the 
E. C. C. I. resolutely rejects all demands for the Communist Party 
to leave the Kuomintang, or that it should take up a position 
which would actually lead to its leaving the Kuomintang. To 
advance at the present time the slogan: "There is no need 
to leave the Kuomintang yet" is just as stupid as to put forward 
the slogan: "Leave the Kuomintang". The present moment 
demands that the proletarian party shall secure the leading role 
of the proletariat within the Kuomintang. In China the Kuo
mintang is the specifically Chinese form of organisation in 

which the proletariat comes into direct contact with the petty 
bourgeoisie and the peasantry. It is impossible to claim the 
role of leader for the proletariat unless the Communist Party, as 
the Partv of the working class, claims the role of leader 
within the Kuomintang. 

The E. C. C.I. holds that the policy of under-estimating 
the Kuomintang as a peculiar organisational form of the re
volutionary movement would in fact lead to the Kuomintang 
banner being captured by the Right wing. For the very reason 
that the banner of the Kuomintang is an exceedingly weighty 
political factor in the country, the bourgeois leaders, headeJ 
by Chang Kai-shek, ·strive to march under the banner oi the 
Kuomintang., The tactics of the Communist Party should be 
not to screen this political manoeuvre of Chang Kai-shek's, 
which would have been the case if the policy of leaving the 
Kuomintang had been adopted, btit to. expose the bourgeois 
politicians as traitors to the cause o! :'the national revolution, 
traitors to the Kuomintang; traitors to the anti-imperialist camp. 

The E. C. C. I. considers as incorrect the view that the na
tional liberation revolution (anti-imperialist) has "ended" and 
that a different, - a class, a peasant and labour revolution 
has "commenced". After the Chang Kai-shek coup, it became 
particularly clear that the national liberation revolution can 
develop only under the hegemony of the working class. And 
precisely for that reason, the banner of the Kuomintang, being 
the banner of the struggle for national liberation must not be 
surrendered to the betrayers of that struggle. 

The E. C. C. I. believes that, following from the tasks of a 
bold and determined developplent of the mass movement, the 
Communist Party of China must with equal boldness and 
determination strive to convert the Kuomintang into a genuine 
mass organisation embracing the toiling population of town 
and country. 

The ,E. C. C. I. is of opinion that the tasks which now 
confront the Kuomintang demand that the organisational forms 
should be accordingly adapted to these tasks. It is necessary 
as speedily as possible to bring about much greater and closer 
contact with the masses and to recruit wide masses of the 
workers, peasants and artisans into the Kuominfang, to secure 
the collective affiliation of labour, peasant, soldier and artisan 
organisations (trade unions, factory committees, peasant cotn
mittees, peasant unions, artisans' guilds, ar~y c;>rganisatio_ns, 
peasant guerilla detachments, Red Spear orgamsat10ns, purgmg 
them from counter-revolution elements, labour corps, etc.), the 
electoraf principle must be fully introduced in all the local and 
central leading bodies of the Kuomintang, etc., etc. 

Only by so determinedly steering a course for the develop
ment of the Kuomintang into a genuinely wide, genuinely elec
tive, genuinely mass and genuinely revolutionary democratic 
organisation, will the pre-requisites be created for the c01.1-
solidation and the victorious development of the democratic 
revolution in China. 

Only if such a course is taken, will· the maximum counter-. 
measures be taken against the possible and inevitable abandon
ment of the movement by wavering groups of Left wing Kuo
mintang elements (as happened in Canton) and against the 
betrayal of various generals and other military leaders. The 
Communist Party . must in good time expose. every symptom of 
wavering in the direction of alliance with Chang-Kaishek or 
with the imperialists and take corresponding agitational, pro
paganda and organisational measures. 

While preserving and developing its own Party organisa
tion, the Communist Party of China must to an incr:easing 
degree exercise influel}ce c;iver the work of the Kuommt_an~. 
It will be able to fulhl this task only to the. extent that 1t 1s 
completely conscious of its. own ~lass proletarial} Pc;>Sition, thi:t 
it strengthens and consolidates .its own orgamsatio!J, that it 
attracts working class Commumsts to the leadership of the 
Party, raises the influence of the Party among the broad masses 
of the workers and peasants and raises the authority of the 
Party among them. 

The E. C. C. I. notes that waverings have been observed 
in the Communist Party of China prec~sely on this point and 
that the Party has not always with adequate firmness cri
ticised the leaders of the Kuomintang and that within the Party 
there wa:s at times expressed the fear of the development of a 
mass movement, especially the movement of the peasants to 
capture land and evict the gentry and landlords, etc., These 
waverings, particnlarly harmful at this stage of the revolution, 
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show that not all the comrades in the Communist Party of 
China have suiiiciently clearly understood the line of policy of 
the. Comintern in the Chinese Revolution. The E. C. C. I. con
siders it necessary for the above-mentioned mistakes and 
waverings to be explained widely in the ranks of the Com
munist Party, for unless this is done, the danger of fresh 
vacillations in connection with the fundamental questions of the 
Chinese Revolution will unavoidably become greater. The Com
munist Party of China as a Party of the working class must 
take the leadership of the agrarian movement of the peasantry 
into its own hands and ruthlessly combat every effort to restrict 
the extent of that movement. . 

The E. C. C. I. expresses the firm conviction that the young 
Communist Party of China, which has revealed tremendous 
growth and has already given examples of revolutionary 
heroism, will speedily rectify these errors, which were ab
solutely inevitable in the extremely complex progress of events 
and as a result of the youth of the Communist Movement in 
China. · 

6. The Hankow Government, the Question of Power, the Army 
and the Tasks of the Communist Party of. China. 

The. E. C. C. I. regards as incorrect the view which under
estimates the Hankow Government and which in fact denies 
its great revolutionary role. The Hankow Government and the 
leaders of the Left Kuomintang by their class composition 
represent not only the peasants, workers and artisans, but also 
a section of the middle bourgeoisie. Therefore, the Hankow 

·Government, being the government of the Left Wing Kuo
mintang, is not yet the dictatorship of the proletariat and the 
peasantry, but is on the road lo it and will inevitably, in the 
course of the victorious class struggle of the proletariat and in 
discarding its radical bourgeois camp followers, develop in the 
direction of such dictatorship. 

Tl).e, E. C. C. I. holds that the Communist Party of China 
must take a most energetic part in the work of the Hankow 
"Provisional Revolutionary Government". To refrain from 
taking part in the work of the Hankow Government, or to 
adopt a vaguely sceptical attitude towards it, while being on 
the surface "radical-revolutionary" is in fact to repeat the 
mistake of the Russian Mensheviks in 1905, when they con
sidered it wrong to join the Provisional Revolutionary Govern
ment of that time and preferred to be "the extreme proletarian 
opposition''. · 

The charactt:ristic feature of the attitude of the Mensheviks 
was. that they refused to join a revolutionary government but 
joined in counter-revolutionary coalitions. · 

Participation in the Hankow Revolutionary Government 
cannot be compared with the bourgeois-socialist coalitions in 
Europe, for the Hankow Government is in fact conducting a 
revolutionary war against the imperialists, the feudalists and 
now against a considerable section of the bourgeoisie of its 
own country. 
· The E. C. C. I. holds therefore that the Communist Party 
must most energetically work in the organs of the government, 
both centrally and locally, while criticising the inadequate firm
ness revealed by its immediate allies and securing a correct 
line of government policy. . 

The E. C. C. I. calls the particular attention o! the Com
munist Party of China to the fact that mo,re than at any other 
time is it now necessary to maintain the Closest contact between 
the revolutionary governmt;nt an.ct t~e masses of tht; peopl~. 
Only if such close contact 1s mamtamed - anq o~t~med pn
marily through the Kuomintang - o':11Y. by mam!ammg a de
termined course towards the masses, will 1t be possible more and 
more to strengthen the authori.ty. of the revolutionary. g<?vern
ment and its role as the orgamsmg centre of the revolution. 

The task of the Communist Party of China is to secure 
that the Hankow Government shall maintain such ·a course. 
Unless this task is fulfilled, unless the mass movement is de
veloped, unless the agrarian revolution and a change in the 
conditions of the working c.lass are ~rought about, 1;1nle.ss the 
Kuomintang is converted into a genu.m~ mass orgam~at10n . of 
the toiling masses, unless. the most mt1mate contact 1s mam
tained between the Hankow Government and the masses, it will 
be impossible to bring the revolution to its victorious con
clusion. 

The E. C. C. I. holds that only if such tactics are adopted 
will the participation of the Communists in the Government be 

justified. Unless these tactics are employed, the participation of 
the Communists in the government will merely bear the cha
racter of a political deal between leaders, which- will be thwarted 
by the progress of events and the great class struggle. To link 
up and constantly link up the work in the government with the 
work among the masses is the most imperative duty of the 
Communist Party of China. 

The E.C. C. I. holds that in the present conditions it is 
a matter of revolutionary expediency to bring about the large 
scale democratisation of the Kuomintang, to see to it that it 
embraces the widest section of the masses and secure the widest 
development of all forms of labour and peasant mass organisa
tions. It is impossible to ignore the specific features of Chinese 
development, which have created such a peculiar organisation 
like the revolutionary Kuomintang, which directly determines 
the composition of the government. The special form of con
tact between the toiling masses and the revolutionary govern
ment which corresponds with the present stage of the Chinese 
revolution is the Kuomintang embracing the large bulk of the 
masses, .the leading organs of which are elected by the masses 
and which elected organs appoint the national revolutionary 
government. 

The difference in the situations prevailing in the various 
provinces in the territory governed by the Hankow Government 
will cause at first a variety in the forms of organisation of the 
local government, for example, the rule of the peasant committees 
and peasant leagues in the villages, the rule o! Kuomintang 
committees, etc. On the question of the establishment of local 
government, the fundamental task of the Communists is to get 
the masses of the toilers, the hundreds and millions of workers 
and peasants to take part in the establishment and work of 
these bodies. 

The E. C. C. I. considers it inexpedient at the present time 
to advance the slogan of Soviets, which (in the Hankow terri
tory) c'an mean nothing less than a slogan proclaiming soviet 
rule. 

In the present conditions. of development of the Chinese 
Revolution, to put forward this slogan against the Hankow 
Government on the basis of an under-estimation of that govern
ment on an under-estimation of the Kuomintang, would . lead 
to a' breach between the working class and the petty bourgeois 
revolutionary democracy. 

To advance the slogan for the immediate estab!ishwent 
of Soviets of workers, peasants' and soldiers' deputies, at the 
present stage of development of the Chinese Revolution would 
signify an unavoidable dual government, an orientati0;n for the 
overthrow of the Hankow Government, would be tantamount to 
leaping across the l(uomintang form of organising t'\le mass:-s 
and State power directly to the Soviet f?rm 9! gover':1ment m 
China as the State' form of the proletanan d1ctatorsh1p. 

The E. C. C. I. also considers that at the present time the 
question arises with particular acuteness of the reorganisation 
o! the army, of establishing military units absolutely loyal . to 
the revolution, and of establishing contact between the armies 
and the workers' and peasants' organisations, of securing ~adres 
for the army, of converting the army from a mercenary mto a 
regular army of the revolution, etc. 

With the further development of the revolution which. will 
mark the beginning of the process of development of the demo
cratic revolution· into a Socialist revolution, it will be necessary 
to organise Soviets of workers', peasants' a!1d sol~iers' deputies, 
and the slogan for the formation of Soviets will become, the 
1Jrincipal slogan of the Party. 

7. Various other Problems of Revolutionary Policy in China. 
The Communist Party in China is confronted by problems 

of extraordinary compexity. The interw~aving of the stru~gle 
against the imperialists. and .militarists with tht; stru&'gl.e agamst 
the bourgeoisie, the presence oi large armed 1mpenahst for~es 
on the territory of China, the prac!ical d1smem.berment of Chn~a 
into three zones the extreme vanety of relations - economic 
and political -' the existence of a common imperialist front 
and the antagonisms within that front, the ab~olutely unev~n 
maturity of the revolution in various parts of Chrna,_ the sp~c1~l 
"military" forms of the revolution and the a_ntagom.s1':1s "':'1th111 
the armies, etc., etc., all the~e create exceplional d1fh~u~ties: 

The E. C. C. I. holds that in the face of these difhcult1~s 
it is quite proper in principle for the H~nko~ Go~e~nment to 
manoeuvre ·in its attitude towards foreign 1mpenahsm. The 
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E. C. C. I. rejects the view wpich on the grounds that the 
government is non-proletarian, excludes on principle the "Brest
Litovsk" tactics of manoeuvring. 

The E. C. C. I. holds that this view rests on a profound 
theoretical and political error. 

In the conditions of growing proletarian revolution, when 
the proletarian party is in revolutionary opposition to the go
vernment, it as a rule is opposed to the war conducted by that 
government, it stands for the overthrow of that government 
and is certainly not in favour of lightening the tasks of that 
government. 

In the present conditions in China, the Communist Party 
is in favour of the war conducted by the Hankow Government, 
it is responsible for the policy of the Hankow Government, to 
which it has directly joined. It is in favour of lightening the 
tasks of the Government. For that reason, the Communist Party 
cannot be opposed "on principle" to the tactics of manoeuvring. 
Being responsible for the policy of the Government, the Com
munist Party would be acting stupidly if under all circumstances 
it would oppose and reject the tactics of compromise, i. e., if 
it insisted on fighting on all fronts simultaneously. 

The E. C. C. I. therefore holds that this question must be 
settled in accordance with the concrete conditions, which can
not be foreseen, for it is impossible to foresee and calculate with 
absolute precision the relation of forces of the opposing sides. 

The tactics of manoeuvring may be applied also in the 
economic policy of the governments, which need not necessarily 
immediately confiscate all foreign enterprises. Here too com
promise is permissible in principle. 

On the other hand, the E. C. C. I. considers that the sabotage 
conducted by the native and foreign bourgeoisie in a number 
of enterprises (industrial, commercial and credit) which leads 
to unemployment and is conducted for the purpose of creating 
economic chaos and paralysis, may compel the government 
to confiscate and nationalise such enterprises. The nationalist 
government . must not perinit the traitors to the revolution to 
destroy economic life; in such circumstances it must by deter
mined measures carried out by its organs and with'. the aid 
of the proletarian organisations, take over the management 
of these enterprises into its own hands. · 

The time when compromises must be made or when the 
offensive must be undertaken, is determined by concrete cir
cumstances. The E. C. C. I. particularly holds that the tactics 
proposed by certain comrades in connection with the Chang 
Kai-shek coup in Shanghai were absolutely stupid. These tactics 
were to anticipate the coup by a rebellion against the im
perialists and Chang Kai-shek or to give them armed battle on 
a wide front. The tactics of rebellion are: Having commenced 
rebellion, to attack. Rebellion should· only be commenced when 
there are some chances for success. One cannot "play with 
rebellion". The tactic of rebellion under all circumstances is 
not a Leninist tactic. If an extensive armed uprising of the 
workers in Shanghai would have taken place, they would have 
been cut up by a bloc of the armed forces of Chang Kai-shek . 
and the imperialists, and the· flower of the proletariat of China 
would have been physically exterminated in battle, for there 
were no chances of success. 

The general situation in China at the present time calls 
for the following military political strategy to be adopted by 
the Communist Party: the development of military operations 
against the North, the development of the agrarian revolution 
throughout the whole of the territory of the Hankow Govern
ment and the conduct of intensive work of disintegration in the 
rear and the army of Chang Kai-shek with the aim _of liq~!
dating it, which does not exclude, of course,. conductmg m1h
tary operations against h_im at the appropriate 111:oment. ~~
liance upon the masses will have great effect also m the Civ1l 
war. If a proper policy is carried out, the victory of the revo
lution is assured. 

The Communist Party must make it its task to strengthen, 
the united front of the workers, peasants and petty bourgeoisie.! 
In developing by every means the agrarian movement, it will 
also be necessary to guarantee• to the petty bourgeoisie the 
inviolability bf their working propi:rty, helping them in t~e 
struggle against money-lenders' capital, etc. The Commumst 
Party must be at the head of t~e mass movemen~ i~ the zones 
occupied by the countercrevolut1onary forces, while 1t strength
ens the block of the real revolutionary forces in the zones 
of the Hankow Government which follow the lead of the 

working class, welding these class forces into powerful orga
nisations. 

The organisation of strong, illegal organisations beginning 
with the Party and ending with peasant leagues, the organi
sation and leadership of the peasant movement and the ino-

. vement of the workers, preparing mass actions and working 
among the forces, - these must constitute the principal tasks. 
of the Party. · 

8. The Parties of the Comintern and the Chinese Revolution. 
From the standpoint of the general estimation of the signi

ficance of the role. of the Chinese Revolution, the E. C. C. I. 
places on record that: 

1. Most of the Sections of the Comintern have not suf
ficiently realised this significance and have displayed insufficient 
activity in the matter of ,supporting the Chinese revolution. 

2. That the same inadequate activity is revealed by the 
Communists belonging to the Anti-Imperialist League. 

The E. C. C. I. considers it absolutely essential that these 
de!ects shall be speedily rectified, and to this end calls upon 
all the Sections to take resolute measures in this direction 
along the following lines: 

a) Agitation and propaganda in the press. 
b) Work in the trade unions and other mass labour orga

nisations. 
c) Work in the colonies and dependencies of the respective· 

imperialist countries. · 
d) Work among the forces which are being sent to China. 
The E. C. C. I. draws attention 10 the necessity for serious 

preparations to be made effectively to really stop the despatch 
of troops and arms to China. The E. C. C. I. imposes upon 
all its Sections the duty to conduct most energetic work among· 
the imperialist troops and urge upon them to go over to· 
the revolutionary troops of the Chinese people. 

The E. C. C. I. instructs the Central Committees of the 
various Sections to draw up concrete' measures in the direction 
indicated. 

The E~ C. C. I. sends fraternal greetings to its Chinese 
Section and promises it the warmest support in its great re-
volution11:ry struggle. ' 

IN THE INTERNATIONAL I 
·_A New Seetion of the Front. 

By A. K u r ~ 11 a. 

There were three items on the·.· agenda of the Plenary Ses
sion of the E. C. C. I., held in May 1927: struggle against 
war and for the defence of the Soviet Union, the Chinese 
revolution the tasks of the working class in Great Britain .. 
The Exec~tive dealt with these three questions in the form of 
political resolutions in accordance with the directions of the 
VII. Enlarged Plenum which had d~si~natt:,d. precisely !hese 
three sections of the front: Great Bntam, Chma and derence 
of the Soviet Union, as the most important at the present 
juncture. 

However, the Plenum was compelled to adopt a fourth po
litical . resolution. During the Session of the Plenum a new 
struggle was forced on the Comintern: the Opposition bloc .in 
the C. P. S. U. deemed it necessary to utilise the Plenum for a 
new attack which in. fierceness and hostility surpassed everything 
that has been hitherto done by the Opposition bloc. 

The fourth resolution adopted by the Plenum "On Comrades 
Trotsky's and Vuyovitch's action _at the 'Plenary Sess~on of th.e 
E. C. C. I." assigns to the Commtern a fourth section of the 
!ront on which the Comintern Sections must carry on as. ener
getic a struggle as on the other secti?ns oi the front if they 
intend to do . their duty to the revolution. 

What led up to this action, ~hat was. new. in it, what 
induces us to take such a harsh view of this act10n? 
. Firstly: The fact of the action itself. In ·the well-known 
!declaration of the Opposition' of October 16th it undertook 
1"to carry out the decisions of the Party re the inadmissibility 
of fractional activity", "to abstain definitely from exercising 
criticism of the Comintern and of the policy of our Party which 
might degenerate into attacks which would weaken the position 
of the Comintern as the fighting organisation of the inter
national proletariat, of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
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a.s the vangu~rd of the Comintern or of the Soviet Union as the 
first State ot proletarian dictatorship". At the same time it 
declared. "as. absolutely inadmissi~le direct or indirect support 
of fractI<;>nahsm by. any groups m the individual Sections of 

. the Commteri;i agamst the policy of the latter" (here follows 
~he enumerat10n of the groups including the Urbahns-Weber 
m Germany). 

Through th!s n~w action prepared by the discussion speech 
of Comrade Zmov1ev at a non-party meeting which was 
broadca~ted throughout the country and in which the speaker 
m1;1de virulent attacks on the Central Committee of the Party, 
this declaration of October 16th has been treated as a mere 
scrap of paper. A shown by the production and circulation of 
extensive Opposition literature (articles, theses declarations 
etc.), the promised "dissoh~tion of all fractional g;oupings which 
were formed arol'.nd the views of the Opposition" has not taken 
place. As w~ .will subsequently see, the "criticism') exercised 
by the Oppos1t10n at the Plenum cannot be designated otherwise 
t~an as "incitement". One of. the proposals of the Opposition 
aimed actually at the reinstatement of "Left workers" expelled 
from the C. PG., the names Schlecht and Urbahns being ex
pressly mentioned. 

!rotsky endeavoured to justify the open defiance o! the · 
Commtern through the abandonment of the declaration of Oc
tober 16th by saying that they declared at the time that "even 
now they stick to their opinions". 
. How can this breach of. the given promise be interpreted 
m any other manner than: that the Opposition is determined 
to take up now, regardless of anything, the struggle against 
t~e C. P. S. U., and the Comintern with all the means at its 
disposal? . 

Secondly: The time and the manner of the new action of 
the Oppositi<?U.· In their speeches both the representatives 
of the Oppos1t1~n repeatedly admitted that the present situation 
is extremely senous, they even accused the Comintern of failiwY 
to understand the seriousness of the situation. Under thes~ 
circumstanc.es, it would have been only natural if the Opposition 
had done ~ts utm?st to h~lp the E. C. C. I. by practical pro
posals ~e its tactics, to fmd the path which in its opinion 
is the r~ght path. Instead of this the Opposition offered relent
less resistance t_o all proposals made by the Comintern, it re
fused even to discuss the theses and resolutions submitted and 
set 31gainst .them its own coun~er theses imbued with the spirit 
C?f Irreconcilable struggle agamst the Executive of the Com
intern and the C. P. S. U. 

How is it possible to interpret this kind of action at the 
present juncture otherwis~ than.: that the Opposition has &"iven 
~p any idea of collaboralion with the Comintern and considers 
its task to struggle against it. 

Thirdly: The tone of the Oppos.ilion and the character of 
the accus~ti.ons. li;i the ."theses" submitted to the Plenum by 
the Opposil1?n (with which our readers will become acquainted 
when the Mmutes of the Plenum will be published) there is a 
~hole series of .mon~trous a~cusations which, as already men
tioned, do not differ 111 anythmg from the accusations which we 
are used to seeing in the Korsch and Ruth Fischer bulletins. 

In h.is concluding speech, the reporter on the question oi 
war. _Pen!, Comrade Kuusinen, described this tone of the Op
pos1lion as follows: "The document which calls itself draft 
theses deals firstly from beginning to end with opportunism; 
secondly w_ith national conservatism; thirdly with example to 
the revolu!Ionary proletariat, what should not be done if the 
int.ernational p~oletariat and the Soviet Union are to escape 
rum; fourthly 1t declares that the tactics towards the British 
Trade Unions have made it easy for Chamberlain to attack the 
Trade Delegation in London and to get out of all possible con
seguen~es o! this act; Yfthlv, it declares that a thoroughly bad 
ba1q~am was 1!1ade with t~e tr:iitors in Berlin (at the Anglo
~ussian Comm1tt~e). How 1s this tone to be interpreted? It is 
s.1mply an assert10n that the cause of the prole'tarian revolu
tion has been betrayed. Who is supposed to have betrayed it? 
The Pol. Bureau oi the Russian Partv. the Central Committee 
of t?e Russian Partv which endorsed this, the traitors Bukharin, 
Stalm and Tomsky." 

Another speaker. Comrade Pepper, quoted similar state
ments from the "theses" of the Opposition on China: "The 
workers w~re not simplv beaten, they were beaten by those who 
were leadmg them". According to Trotsky, who are these 
leaders? After comparing Chang Kai-shek with Cavaignac he 
said: "Cavaignac would be impossible without Ledru-Rdllin, 

Louis Blanc and other cheap-jacks of the national bloc. Who 
has played this role in China?. Not only Wan Tin-wei, but 
also the leaders of the Commumst Party of China and mainly 
their te_achers .in the E. C. C. I.". And he went on: "In the face 
of the 1mpendmg dangers, to keep silent on the mistakes of the 
leaders would be the greatest crime before the Party and the 
Revolution". 

Yesterday, "national narrow-mindedness" and "Thermidor" 
today "national conservatism" and "Louis Blanc". 
. H?w could one interpret this "progress" in the charac

tensahon of the role of th~ Comintern and the C. P. S. U. 
otherwise than: that the Opposition is determined to dissociate 
itself from the "Louie Blancs" and their treacherous op
portunism? 

In his con~luding speech already quoted, Comrade Kuusinen, 
after . enumeratm_g the accusations of the Opposition, asked a 
question: "Is. this the struggle ior peace? Or is it defence of 
the Soviet Union? Comrade Trotsky has been War Commissar. 
If a com'!1on soldier had carried on such an agitation at the 
front durm~ the .war and had adopted such a tone against 
the leadership which Comrade Trotsky had in his hands: 'The 
~eade:s betray, etc.' .what would Comrade Trotsky have done 
~o th1.s common soldier? And supposing a general had spoken 
111 this tone, what would you have done in such a case?" 

The representatives of the Opposition were unable to give 
any answer to this question. · 

Fourth~.l'.: The subs.tanc~ o.f the "practical proposals" oi 
the Oppos1hon. I~ an .mterJ.e~tion Trotsky said to a speaker 
who reproached him with fa1lmg to collaborate in the practical 
solution of difficult problems: "I have endeavoured to expose 
the opportunist muck which you are spreading here.'' 

And wh.at "pearls" has th~ <?pposition been able to pro
duce? Her.e 1t must stated. that 1t 1s no easy matter to ascertain 
what the Opposition wants. There are as many theses "decla
rations" and articles, varied arguments, analyses add "pro
pos.als". E'.'en now the Opposition has really no clearly defined 
policy. This has always been our argument. Let us examine 
what the documents say, which were submitted to the last 
Plenum. The resolution of the Plenum enumerates the "practical 
proposals" of the Opposition: Three proposals re war against · 
war: immediate exit from the Anglo-Russian Committee and 
breaking off oi official relations between Soviet Trade Unions 
and the General Council; reinstatement of the expelled "Left 
workers" such as Schlecht, Urbahns and others in the Corn
muni~t Party; alliance with Anarchist and Syndicalist groups. 
An important proposal re tactics in the Chinese revolution 
(which. has in its wake a series of practical consequences): 
Imme~1a!e formation of Workers' Soviets with the object oi 
estabhshmg a parallel Government (dual government as in 1917 
in Russia) side by side with the Hankow Government which is 
now the centre of the Chinese Revolution hardly consolidated at 
the present stage. · 

These practical proposals testify to one thing: Trotskyism 
as an ideological system directly opposed to Leninism is again 
in full bloom and is pitting itself against Leninism on all the 
sections of the front of the Russian and International revolution. 
Those who know the history of the struggle between Leninism 
and Trotskyism will meet again in the enumerated practical 
proposals exactly the same errors of which Trotsky was guilty 
in the period of his acutest struggle against Lenin and the 
Bolsheviks. The falseness of Trotsky's repeated declarations that 
on entering the Bolshevik Party in 1917 he left behind his past 
is becoming more am;! more evident. In fad, Trotsky is unable 
to dissociate himself from his old non-Leninist standpoint in 
regard to the analysis of the driving forces of such not purely 
proletarian revolutions as the Russian prior to October 1917 
and the present Chinese revolution, and also in regard to the 
tactics oi war against war. 

The struggle between Leninism and Trotskyism reached 
its culminating point during the world war. Trotsky himself 
admitted that the impending war made all problems extremely 
acute. The difference between Leninism and Trotskyism too 
was intensified and adopts more and more open forms through 
the impending war. This is the only political interpretathn 
of the recent action of the Opposition bloc in the important 
questions of international policy at the present juncture. 

In their concluding speeches during the Plenum the speakers 
oi the Opposition directed their chief attack against the alleged 
pernicious "internal regime of the C. P. S. U. and the Com-
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intern". But this is only a "safety curtain" behind which the 
preparation of the fighting forces for the political struggle are 
hidden. When Trotsky declares that he (and naturally his fol
lowers) "will fight to the utmost" against this course, this is 
nothing but a declaration of political war to the knife: 
Antagonism between Leninism and Trotskyism reaches its cul
minating point. No reconciliation is possible between them. 

This is the impression made on all the delegates by the 
action of the Opposition. 

If even under this impression the Plenum of the Execu
tive has not yet decided on final organisational measures against 
people who it felt to be enemies in its own ranks, this was 
only because the responsible leaders oi the Comintern have 
fully realised the seriousness of the situation and because they 
are aware that response to the provocation of ·the opposition 
at the present juncture would only be in the interests of those 
who want to weaken the proletariat in the event of war. 

But struggle against the enemies in our own ranks must 
be carried on with the utmost ~nergy after the Plenum. 

I THE WHITE TERROR I 
The White Terror in Spain. 

By J a r (Madrid). 

To celebra.te the 251th anni1ve11sary of King Alfonso's coro
nation, Primo de Rivera has si,gned a de~ree of amnesty by 
whi1oh all pr1i1soners are pardoned 1to a tettth of their total pe
naity. The decree does not make· any difference between crimi
nals and poE,fical pr1isoners; :there ii1s however one exeption, 
the decree refer.red to grants :a complete amnesty 1to all 
"Somatenistas'~ (members of the armed fascist Guard) who are 
in pri1son. There has a1'ready been much talk about ·the case 
of a "Soma:tenista" who kiHed two workers and who has no1w 
been se't 'at liberty in a;ccordance with the decree. 

In the meanwhiile, Coimmunis.ts are being subjected io most 
cruel repression. Oscar Perez Solis who has been in pr.ison :in 
Barcelona •Ior more than 'two yea;rs, has been sentenced · 1to 
,another three year•s. When we were expecting him to be liber
ated, 1when he was jusit ab~ut 1to le?:ve the prison, . a. n_e~ se:i
ten!Ce wa,s passed :whkh w1'll prevent our comr~de. JOmmg m 
active revolu:Honary propag:imda. Comrai~e Perez ~ohs.' the most 
heloved Communist is also our best 'wnter and public speaker. 
A Captain in the 'spani:sh .army, he gave up his commiss-ion 
to join the revolutionary cause .in which he has always fought 
bra;vely. His long ·confinement •in •the prison at Bar~elona _has 
seriously undermined h:is health which has been dehrnte since 
he received an injury in 1923 in a police assault on the "Maison 
du Penple" (Trade Union Ha'll) in Bilba!>. 

Joaquin Maurin, Victor Colome, fehx Fresno, Salas an'.! 
Rienzi are also imprisoned dn Barcelona. These comrades were 
recently 1a:cquHted by a Court Martial held some weeks ago; 
lin ;>Pi~e of this, 1they are stil! kept in prison. In. t~i~ w.~y the 
pohce prevents our most achve comrades from immng. m the 
work of· the party. 

~wo other Communi,sts and a Lett Socialist stude•n:t were 
recently tried bv Court Martial fa Madrid. They were accused 
of ha1Ving diSitributed manifestos a1g:a·inst t~e military didators
hip in the Universi:ty. There was no evidence to pr,ove that 
1hese .students 1were guilty; nevertheless they were condemned 
to si'x months j:mprison:ment 

The repression of the <:ommunist Party. of Spair,i at pre~ent 
satisfies .the fury of the police. Before the D1ctatorsh1p, Synd~ca
lism was persecuted, but for the past three years, Commumsm 
seems 1o be the only enemy of the Government. The Socialist 
Party is ithe only one in which not a single com_rade has il?een 
persecuited or imprisoned dur.ing the di1ctatorsh1p. Repubhcan 
University professors, Liberal elements, even me1:11bers of 
Monarchist padies have been imprisone? at various •t1me.s. The 
Socialist Par,ty. thanks 1o the fact that 11t collaborates with the 
diclta:torship, enjoys police pro:tectio!1· . 

The Ohief of the Portuguese pofo.ce has recently ha·d var.1ous 
irnterv,iews wi1th General Martinez Anido, the Spanish Minister 
of 1the Interior. A·s a result of these interviews, the poJ.i.ce ser
vices of the two countries have come ro an agreement wi1th 
regard :to .the estabHshment of ~ unite? _f;ont wi·th .the .object 
of putting an end to Commumst acfrvc1t1es. The reactionary 
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da·ily Press is oons:tantly demanding that Primo de 'Rivera 
should take "energetic measures" to exterminate communism. 
"La Nacion", the Government organ, ··has also organi1sed a 
campa1ign aga:inst our pa,r:ty. 

Our Government is doing everything 1in its power to fur
ther 1the aims of the r.eaotionary Press; our best fig;hters are 
thrown into pni,son. Since 1923, 85% of all the members of the 
Communist l~arty have been in Spanish prisons. In some: 

districts, such as Madrid and Bilbao, there are hardly five com
rades who have ,escaped ,persecution. 

The :favourite method of the police i·s what ,js knorwn as 
"Gubernative" imprisonment; this means that the aooused aire 
not committed by a 'judg.e but are only under police control. 
In these circumstances, Communists may be in prison for 
months without 1even knowing the reason for their imprison
ment. Comra!de Hilario Arlandis has undergone three ye1ars' 
"Gubernative" imprisonment in Barcelona. Vincente Arroyo, 
the 1editor of our organ "La Antorcha" has been undergomg 
"Gu:bemafive" 'imprisonment in Madrid for six months. The 
po~ice ,aacusation :against comrade Arroyo is that he fai:led to 
notiiiy the Madrid police that he was leaving the ci~y to make 
1a >Short journey. 

Any comrade kno~n by tht; poil!c~ as being a[fil_iated to the 
Communist Party, receives a daily -:1s1rt !from the poh:ce; a Com
munist comriade muSI! have 1perm1ss10n from the pohce to lea;ve 
the . city even for a day. The case of Comrade Arro)'.O ~s a 
good example oi 1what happens to '~.nyone who dares to mfr1n:ge 
this regulation. A .oomrnde w;ho 'l·S well known to the pofoce 
must not even be seen w.aliking in the street wi1th other workers 
who are not known io .fhe police, for the names of these 
workers ar1e immed.iately registei:ed by the police for future 
persecution. . . 

There is at present a very aoi:te cns1s among the rworkers. 
Although official unemployment figures are not reoorde~, the 
number of unemployed at the present moment may be. estimated 
at about 300,000. It :is easy fo understand that the first .to be 
hit by this cri·s,is 1were our Communist co11_1flad~s. Lar1g-e n~m
bers of Cornmuuists are une.mployed a·t Madnd, B1~bao, Astu~1~s, 
Barcelona and Valencia. Most of our comrades m those cities 
have been oblig1ed to emigr1ate to o~her .countri·es. . 

Through this cruel poHc_e repression, we. have game~ a 
large amount of experience 1w1th 1regard to the 1lle~al orgamsa
tion of the Commun[st Party. Until 1925, the pohce "."°a's very 
frequently able to find out of whom ,the Central Committee. was 
composed and oould m.risequently send 1its mem?ers to ij)ns_on. 
In 1925 aU the members of three Central Committees were 1m
pr·isonect one after the other. Since th.a~ time. the Central Com
mittee h~s worked secretly and the nolke has not been ~ble 
to idiscover who are its members, &O that the Cen1·ral Comm1~te~ 
is now ifo-1 a .position to work un:d1i:sturibed. Our secret ~rgams'.I 
tion is so per:fect that members of the Central Comm1·ttee. c~n 
"·'Nk on:ranise pronaganrla and even travel all over Spam m 
defiance of police persecution. 

(.___._.~_SCIS_M __ . 
Signor Modi~liani and Fascism. 

How he puts the Cart before the Horse. 

By A. K. 
It is an old manoeuvre of the sooal democratic leaders lo 

try to make th~ com~unists respo.nsible for .the ~ounter-revo
lutionary terronst regimes .. The nse of fas~1sm m It,~ly, lhe 
forest of gal.lows in Bulga~ia etc., -: a1}, this. was a natural 
reaction to the work of the commumsts . . 

This old and rather worn out story was retailed once 
again a few days ago by the I~alian _reformist M?digliani in 
a speech delivered to the Berlm soc1::il de!11ocrnt1c wo;kers. 
This "poor traveller", who, along. ~1th his b?som fnends, 
received the kick-out from Mussohm after havmg done the 
latter's work. declared: 

"Thus was fascism born! In. the micifle of. 1919 the 
last efforts were made. The factones were occupied by the 
workers. Who was the instigator of this action? Mussolini! 
And what were its consequences? The workers were 
driven from the factories and the peasants fr~~ the lai:ge 
estates. And the worst was that the bourgeo1s1e was m-
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directly supported by the communists. Moscow despatched 
ridiculous orders which had no sense for· Italy. They made 
a united resistance impossible and assisted in the victory 
of fascism." 

This contention simply turns the whole story upside-down. 
It ·is generally known to-day that fascism became powerful 
in the State and finally became the State itself, not on account 
of any revolutionary action of the proletariat, but because, 
thanks to Modigliani and his friends, such revolutionary action 
did not materialise. 

Even Karl Kautsky who certainly cannot be suspected oi 
being a direct actionist, has to admit that. He writes in 
his foreword to the second volume of his popular edition 
of .Marx's "Capital": 

"How little the prQletariat has won when it has only 
gained control oi production, was shown in 1920 in Italy 
when the revolutionary workers occupied the great works 
without meeting with any resistance. They managed lo 
maintain production for a while, but they were not able 
to maintain drculation: the supply of raw material and 
supplementary materials, the disposal of the finished com
modities. Very quickly, the process oi production itseli 
began to come to a halt, the workers exhausted .their 
supplies, and there remained nothing for them to do but 
to bow their shouldiers once again under the yoke which 
must have seemed to them to be their salvation. 

With this the working class had suffered the most 
serious of all defeats. Not a defeat met with in the struggle, 
such a defeat can have a morally uplifting effect, but _a 
defeat without struggle, caused by the collapse of their 
own measures on account of their complete insuf!iciency." 

II we ignore the confusion which is inevitable in Kautsky's 
present works, then we. see that the above quotation declares 
that fascism only. became victorious because the revolu
tionary action oi the proletariat was not carried far enough. 

This observation of Kautsky is also in accordance with 
everything that we know about the chief cause o! the victory 
of fascism. The victory of fascism was the punishment for the 
lack of courage to act in a revolutionary manner, or rather 
to pursue the revolutionary action to its logical end. This fact 
is also to be seen from a letter written by Modigliani himself 
to the Berlin "Vorwaerts". At the time of the occupation of the 
factories, writes Modigliani, Mussolini was still undecided. 
Mussolini was not the instigator of the occupation of tpe 
factories, but declared himself ready to support the metal 
workers of Milan. (Modigliani corrects the false report, of the 
"Vorwaerts"): 

"Two months later Mussolini had gone over to the 
bands of the agrarians who had plundered and burned 
the houses of the unions etc. in the Po Valley. This was 
the alliance from which fascism in its final form grew." 

"Vorwaerts" 2nd June 1927. 

That is not only a historical succession of events, but, 
as we have already shown above, a logical train and conse
quence, and the responsibility for it rests solely with the re
formists, the friends of Signor Modigliani who sabotaged, 
throttled and betrayed all the mass movements of the proletariat 
after the war, who paved the way for fascism by their complete 
passivity, who have offered to "Co-operate in a technical 
fashion" with Mussolini and who deliberately let the elementary 
indignation of all the toiling masses of the population at the 
murder of Matteotti in 1924, run to waste. 

If the communists had had the power that Modigliani and 
his friends possessed, then it would never have come as far 
as fascism. The communist movement is, however, gradually 
growing, and to-day it is the only hope of all those who 
want a speedy end of fascism. Signor Modigliani is compelled 
to admit that lfimself, even if involuntarily. He writes in his 
letter already quoted from: 

"There ... it has happened that despite the fascist law 
to enslave the unions, strikes have occurred here and there. 
And one must never forget that every striker is threatened 
with imprisonment. Still there are movements of protest 
in the shops and anonymous leaflets are circulating there." 

"Still there are movements of protest in the shops and 
anonymous leaflets are circulating there"! That is true, but 
it is not thanks to the reformist deserters, but the outward signs 
of the work of the despised communists who have remain~ 
at their posts, who have built up the Italian trade union fede
ration after the flight of the reformists, who are untiringly 
organising the Italian working class, mobilising all forces, in
creasing the resistance and preparing the great attack to sweep 
away fascism. 

OUR MARTYRS 

Vladbnir Sakharoviteh Turov. 

On June 10th, at 6.45 p. m. Comrade Vladimir Sakharovitch 
Turov (Ginsburg) lost his life in a ·tragic manner by the 
hand of a murderer near the Station of Bitza on the Moscow
Kursk Railway. The investigation authorities are still engaged 
in determining the circumstances of the murder. 

The Party has lost in the person of Comrade Turov one 
of its steadiest and most devoted revolutionary fighters who 
joined his fate to that of the working class in his early years. 

Having joined ihe Party in 1913, Comrade Turov was, 
until the «evolution, a teacher in the Governmental District 
of Kaluga and after the February Revolution, he was immediately 
elected Secretary of the Shisdrin District Committee of the 
Russian Social Democratic Workers' Party (Bolsheviki) and 
later on became Chairman of the Shisdrin Soviet of Workers' 
and Peasants' Deputies. 

At the beginning of 1918, he was a member of the Staff 
of the Moscow District Bureau of the Bolsheviki and, under 
instructions from the Party, he took part in the organisation 
of the Moscow District Council of National Economy and of 
the Approvisioning Office. 

In 1919 Comrade Turov was elected Chairman of the Su
preme Council of National Economy of Lithuania and White 
Russia. Later on he was Plenipotentiary of the Council of 
National Economy of the R. S. F. S. R. in Siberia and C:hairman 
of the Industrial Bureau for the South East. 

In 1921 Comrade Turov was sent to Berlin as a functiovary 
o! the Trade Delegation of the Soviet Union, and in 1923 he 
was nominated Deputy Manager of the Trade Delegation in 
Berlin. Later, from 1925 to 1926, he was a member of the 
College of the People's Commissariat for Trade in the Soviet 
Union. 

At the end of. 1926 he joined the Communist Academy 
as a scientific collaborator. 

Comrade Turov had attained the age of only 31 years. 

The Uaree1.• of Uomrade Peter 
Lasa1~eviteh Voykov. 

Comrade Voykov was born in 1888 in the town of Kertchi. 
In his early youth as a student he was politically active and 
joined a social democratic circle for which he performed 
various Party tasks. On account of illegal political work he 
was expelled from the Sixth form o! the College in Kertchi. 

In 1903 he was in the Crimea and joined the "United 
Russian Social Democratic Workers Party". In the early years 
of his Party membership, Comrade Voykov held many and 
various Party posts. He assisted in the production of illegal 
literature and finally became a member of the Party Committee. 

In 1905 he took part in the conference o! the southern 
organisations in Melitopol. In Yalta he was compelled to dis
appear into illegality. At this time the Czarist police were on 
the look out for him as a participator in the attempt upon 
Dumbadse. The affair was handed over to the military court, 
and, as a death sentence was threatened, Comrade Voykov 
decided at the end of 1907 to flee to Switzerland. He had no 
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opportunity of returning to Russia and remained in Switzer
land up to the time of the February revolution. Whilst abroad, 
Comrade Voykov studied scientific subjects. He acquired an 
education in mathematics and physics: Physics, Anatomy, 
Natural Science and Mathematics. Comrade Voykov applied 
himself to scientific investigation with great perseverance. 

In May 1917, he travelled together with other comrades 
through Germany in a sealed waggon to Russia. From 'August 
1917 he belonged to the Bolshevist Party. In October 1917, 
Comrade Voykov worked as secretary of the District Bureau of 
the Trade Unions. Later he was elected by the Duma in 
Ekaterinburg in which the bolsheviks had the majority, to 
the post of chairman. · 

After the October revolution Comrade Voykov worked as 
·chairman of the factory councils for the Urals and was later 
elected by the Soviet Congress to the post of Minister of Food 
Supplies for the Ural district. This post he maintained until 
the invasion of Koltchak. 

In 1919 he was elected to be· representative of the Council 
of People's Commissars in the leadership of the. "Centrosoyus" 
(Central Co-operative Union of the U. S. S. R.) and after the 
congress of the Centrosoyus he was made vice-chairman of 
the executive of the Centrosoyus. Here Comrade Voykov did 
great work for the re-organisation and consolidation ·Of the 
Central Committee of the Co-operatives. 

From 1920 onwards he was a member of the College o! 
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs. In 1921,. he 
became Chairman of the Soviet Delegation in the Russo-Pol.ish 
Commission which was elected to put int.o effect the • Riga 
Treaty. At the same time. he was a member of the Trust 
Management of. "Severoles" (''Northern. Wood"). At a later 
date, Comrade Voykov became Chairman of the . Delegation 
for concluding the Commercial Treaty with Poland. : . 

I 
In 1924, Comrade Voykov went to Poland as Ambassador 

of the Soviet Union. 

Uomrade V oykov's Funeral. 
Moscow, 12th June 1927. 

To-day comrade Voykov was buried in the Red Square by 
the Kreml Wall. The corpse was met at the. statio11 . by re
presentatives of the Government and th'e Communist Party and 
by delegations from the factories and workshops. Th~ body 
was escorted from the station by a military guar:cl. of honour. 
In the Red Square · the coffin· was placed on a bier before 
the Lenin . Mausoleum, and a memorial" meeting was held. 
Comrade Ry.kov spoke. in the name of the Soviet Government, 
Comrade Bucharin in the name of the C. C. of the C. P. S. U., 
Comrade Engdahl in the name of the E. C. C. Li Comrade 
Litvinov for the Foreign· Office, Comrade Melnichansky for the 
Central Council of Soviet Labour Unions and .representatives 
of the Moscow Soviet. 

Comrade Rykov declared ·that the Soviet Government had 
indications in its hands that the British Government financed 

. and encouraged' white guardist organisations, particularly in 
Poland. Despite all provocations, the Soviet Government would 
pursue the policy of peace and protect the building up of 
socialism. 

Comrade Bucharin pointed ont that recent events were the 
beginning of a new epoch of active struggle against the Soviet 
Union and that Voykov was the first victim. Despite the events 
in Pekin, Shanghai, London and Warsaw, the will of the 
workers and peasants of the Soviet Union for peace remained 
unchanged. The question of peace or war, however, was not 
dependent upon the Soviet Union alone, but also upon the 
wishes of the bourgeois governments. The workers of the 
Soviet Union would not budge from the achievements of the 
revolution by so much as a hair's breadth. 

The representative of the Communist International stressed 
in particular the role of British imperialism in the assassination 
of Comrade Voykov and in connection with the counter-revolu
tionary activity inside the Soyiet Union itself. 

Comrade Litvinov pointed out that the representatives of 
the Soviet Union abroad were making thl'. greatest efforts to 

create friendly relations with Western Europe. The activity of 
Voykov in this direction was developing very favourably when 
he was struck down. 

Alter the speeches were concluded, the coffin was carried 
to the grave by Rykov, Bucharin and other comrades. As the 
coffin was lowered into the grave, the last volley was fired. 
Many thousands of workers from all the districts of Moscow 
defiled past the grave with dipped banners. 

TEN YEARS AGO 

Opening of tile Uonference of tile 
Works' Uommittees o:f Petrograd. 

St. Petersburg, June 12th, 1917. The Conference of the 
Works' Committee. of Petrograd was opened to-day. It was at
tended by 480 representatives of works' committees, the repre
sentatives of the Trade Union Bureau of the trade unions 
of metal workers, printers, tobacco workers, electricity wor-
kers etc. · 

The Conference passed the. following agenda: 
1. Condition of industry, control of production and regu

lation of work in the town of St. Petersburg. 
2. The tasks of the Works' Committees. 
3. The relatfon to the. Labour Exchange and to the co-ope

ratives. 
4. The !unction of the Works' Committees in the trade 

union movement. 
5. Unemployment and reduction in industry. 

· 6. Creation of a uniform centre for industry in the central 
trade union bureau. 

Manifesto of the Kronstadf Soviet to the Whole of Revolutionary 
and Democratic Russia. 

St. Petersburg; June 9th,· 1917. The Kronstadt Soviet of 
Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies has passed a manifesto in 
which, addressing itself lo revolutionary and democratic 
Russia, it protests against the counter-revolutionary calumnies. 
The counter-revolutionary newspapers are spreading news to 
the effect that the Kronstadt Soviet is inciting the population to 
revolt and anarchy, wishes to ·detach itself from the rest of 
Russia, is torturing the partisans of Czarism who have been 
arrested etc. 

The declaration concludes with the words: 
"We, citizens of Kronstadt, remain at our post, in the 

Left wing of the great revolution. We hope, we believe, we 
are convinced that the eyes of the most backward st.n1ta of 
the Russian population are being opened wider and. wider 
every day and that the time is not far distant, when, by 
means of the united forces of the working masses, the whole 
power of tlie State will pass into the hands of the Soviets 
of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies. To you, brothe:s and 
comrades in Petrograd and to the whole of Russia, we 
extend our hand, we, sailors, soldiers and workers . of 
Kronstadt. Our alliance is indissoh.lble. Down with those 
who calumnia'te the revolutionary people and lead it astray! 
Long life the Russian revolution!" 

The Moscow Soviet discusses the Question of 1aking part in the 
Stockholm Conference. 

St. Petersburg, June 8th, !917. Yesterday" the Plenum o! 
the Executive Committt>e of the Moscow Soviet of Workers 
and Soldiers' Deputies dealt with the question of taking part 
in the Stockholm Conference. 

Two papers were heard, one by Isuv, who. developed the 
Menshevist standpoint and who regarded the Stockhol_m Con
ference which has been called by the Berne Committee, ~s 
though it were a third Zimmerwald Confere'.1ce. He spoke 111 
favour of sending represrntatives of all fract10ns to the Con
ference. 

The second paper was that of Comrade Bucharin w~o .ex
pounded the ideas of the Bolsheviki. He said that the socialism 
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of to-day has split into two parts, into real socialism and the 
Right wing which is fighting against socialism. This Right 
wing is the imperialist one, it is helping the capitalist govern
ments. The relation between the two schools of thought is 
already so hostile that, if the Soviet were to allow all the schools 
<;>f thought to ~e r~presented at the Stockholm Congress, . the 
mternat10nal mmonty movement of the proletariat would be 
disorganised which would have a bad influence on the Left 
socialist groups. If the majority was to give up its former 
point of vicew, union with it would be possible, but there is no 
idea of this, at present peace within the precincts prevails in 
Germany, France and England. Bucharin made the proposal that 
the Soviet should send delegates to the first Conference (with the 
ZimlT!er.wald group) but should not take part in the second Con
ference with the official socialists. 

The Conference of the Works' Committees on the Control of Pro
duction. by the Workers. 

St. Petersburg, June 16th. The Conference of the \Vorks' 
Committees passed a resolution by 297 votes to 21, 44 refraining 
from voting, with regard to the fight against economic decline. 
The resolution states that the country be saved from cata
strophe· on bureaucratic lines. It is necessary that the workers 
should control production; this however can only be put into 
effect through the power of the Workers' and Soldiers' Soviets. 
A resolution was passed unanimously with regard to creating 
a central committee of the Works' Committees .. 

Banishment of Grimm. 

St. Petersburg, June 15th. Hoffmann, the Swiss Foreign 
Minister, authorised the Swiss Ambassador in St. Petersburg 
to inform Grimm, the President of the Zimmerwald Inter• 
national Socialist Commission, that Germany was prepared to 
conclude a separate peace with Russia. 

This document fell into the hands of the Provisional Go
vernment, which held Grimm responsible. Although he denied 
everything, the Government resolved to banish him from Russia. 

Opening of the Soviet Congress. 

St. Petersburg, June 16th. The All-Russian Soviet Congress 
was opened this evening. After the election of the president and 
other officers and even before proceeding to the first point on 
the agenda, the case of Grimm, the President of the Zimmerwald 
Socialist Commission, was dealt with. Martov spoke in defence 
of Grimm, Zeretelli, Skobeliev and Kerensky on the. other hand 
were in favour of his banishment. Zinoviev, in a long speech, 
explained the standpoint of the Bolsheviki, 1:1nd demanded that 
the affair be dealt with by the· Soviet and the parties. The re
solution of the Provisional Government was approved by an 
overwhelming majority. 

The "Pravda" on the Grimm Affair. 

R. Grimm has been expelled from Russia. The Russian Go
vernment has intercepted a telegram in which it is said that 
Hoffmann, the Swiss. Minister, is endeavouring to make use of 
Grimm as an agent Of the German imperialists (this is acknow
ledged by Grimm himself). Grimm was asked for an explanation. 
Had he been a consistent internationalist, he would have de
clared clearly and directly (as has often been declared by all · 
the international Socialists of every country) that he regarded 
Hoffmann as an imperialist provocative agent, just as much as 
he did the Ministers of all capitalist Governments without ex
ception. As he did not do this, as he did not assert that he 
was neither directly nor indirectly in alliance with his own 
Government, by which the telegram was inspired, he had to 
submit to being expelled by the imperialist Government of the 
Russian capitalists. 

What shall we say however about the ugly part played by 
the "Socialist" Ministers, who did not even call a conference of 
their own parties (the S. R. and the Mensheviki) and who under
took a function of this kind in the service of the Russian im
perialists! 

The Effect of the Russian Revolu
tion Abroad. 

The !1arty Conference of Swiss Social Democracy opposed to 
Social Imperialism. 

Zurich, June 9th. ·(Wolff telegram). The Party Conference 
01 Swiss Social Democracy was held in Berne yesterday and 
to-day. A telegram was despatched to the St. Petersburg Labour 
Party, congratulating it o'n the brillaut cuccess of the revo
lution. A revolution was passed identifying the Conference with 

. the criticism and condemnation passed by the Kienthal Con
ference on the attitud1~ of the International Socialist Bureau. 
The policy ·of the "Social Imperialists" and "Social Patriots" 
was decidedly condemned by a resolution, stress being laid 
on the principles of the class war. 

The chief subject .discussed at the Party Conference was the 
attitude towards militarilsm. Alter a long discussion, a resu
lution was passed, which proclaimed the intention to fight on 
principle against militarism, chauvinism and nationalism and 
against the bourgeois. methods of educating the·. young. The 
party and its representatives in the authorities should reject 
all demands, credits and law which serve to maintain amt 
strengthen militarism or which might conjure up complications 
likely to lead to war. This motion was vigorously combated, 
among others by deputies Greulich (Zurich) and Gustav Millier 
(Berne), the well-known parliamentary leaders of Swiss Social 
Democracy, who insisted that it was a duty to deiend one's 
country against attack and advocated the ppint of view that 
resolutions with regard to military questions could only be 
decided upon at an international congress. 

The International Trade Union Conference in Stockholm. 

Stockholm, June 3th. The International Conference of the 
Trade Union National Organisations met to-day in the com• 
mittee room of the Trade Union National Centre of Sweden. 
Representatives of the Trade Union Leagues of Sweden, Den
mark, Norway, Holland, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria 
and Finland took part iu the conference. The matters to be dealt 
with the Conference were: The report of the I. F. T. U. for 
191;'5/16; the resolutions passed by the .Conf~rence of !he T.rade 
Umons of England, France and Italy, held m Leeds m Augµst 
1916, which were formulated by the Paris Bureau and trans
mitted to the national centres by Jouhaux; and the draft of the 
I. F. T. U., both .of them concerning the international trade 
union demands to be presented for inclusion in the peace treaty. 

Alter a short debate, the Conference resolved, Jn the basis 
of a motion put by Legien, to call another conference in Switzer
land on September 17th, 1917, which would concern itself ex
clusively with ensuring the rights of workers, the protection 
of workers and the insurance of workers as one of the most 
important terms of the peace treaty. 

The Conference sent a telegram of greeting to the St. Peters
burg Workers' and Soldiers' Soviet, in which it expressed. the 
hope that the trade unions of Russia would send representatives 
to the .next International Trade Union Conference. 

The Execution of Roumanian Revolutionaries. 

Bukharest, beginning of June. Thirty-two Roumanian So
cialists, including Comrade Wechsler, who, together with Com
rade Rakovski had been let o.ut prison by workers and soldiers 
on Mav 1st 1917, were brought before a court martial, sen
tenced to death and shot. This happened during the first days 
of June. 

This news caused great excitement in the Petrograd Soviet. 
A considerable number of the members of the Workers' Soviet 
protested. vehemently. 

The Roumanian Goyernments is trying in every way 
to prevent Roumania being "in_iecteq" by the Ru~sian. revo
lution. Large numbers of revolutionanes have been 1mpnsoned. 
Apart from the thirty-two Left Socialists murdere~ by ~he Rou
manian Government, a number of other revolutionanes who 
sympathise with the Zimmerwald Left and with the Russian 
Bolsheviki, were executed in secret. 
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Friedrich Adler's Fate. 

Vienna, June 16th, 1917. As is well known, the St. Peters
burg Workers' and Soldiers' Soviet has addressed an appeal to 
the Socialists oi the Central Powers, in which they are called 
upon to organise a movement to prevent Friedrich Adler being 
executed. According to telegraphic reports, the death sentence 
passed pn Friedricn Adler will not be carried out. 

'•"he Decline and the Uampaign ot 
the Proletariat Against it. 

By N. Lenin. 

(Published in the "Pravda" oi June 17th 1917.) 

ln to-day's number (of the "Pravda" oi June 17th 1917. 
Editor) we publish the resolution passed by the Conference of 
the Work's Committee with regard to the question of the eco
nomic measures to be taken for combating the decline. 

The fundamental idea oi this resolution is the question of 
how the conditions for genuine control of the capitalists and 
of production can be opposed to the phrase of the bourgeoisie 
and of the petty bourgeois ofiicials with regard to control. The 
bourgeois are lying when they describe as "control", the syste
matic measures taken by the State for ensuring threefold or 
even tepfold profits to the capitalists. The petty bourgeois, partly 
irom naivete, partly irom egotism, place their faith in the ca
pitalists and the capitalist ~tate, in. that they are content with 
the emptiest bureaucnftic planning where control is concerned. 

The resolution passed by the workers places in the foreground 
the following points as being the most important: 1. How are 
we to set about it in order that. the profits of the capitalists 
may in reality "not be protected".? 2. How are commercial 
secrets to be exposed? 3. How are we to set about ensuring 
that the workers have the. majority in the organisations for 
control? 4. What must be done in order that the organisation 
(of control and administration), an organisation "of national 
standard", should be managed by the Soviets of the Workers', 
Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies, and not by the capitalists? 

Unless these measures are taken, all 'talk about control and 
regulation is merely empty words or is even practising fraud 
on the people'. 

The leaders of our petty bourgeoisie, the Narodniki and the 
Mensheviki ("Isvestiya", "Labour Gazette") are opposing this 
truth, which must be clear to every class-conscious and thinking 
worker without further explanation. Unfortunately, the writers 
oi the "Novaya Shisn", who frequently vacillate between us and 
them, have this time descended to their level. 

Comrades Avilov and Basarov have covered their "fall" 
into the slough of petty bourgeois blind confidence, love oi 
compromise and bureaucratic scheming by arguments with a 
ring of Marxism in them. 

Let us examine these arguments. 

We,· "Pravda" people, are said to be deviating from 
Marxism towards syndicalism in defending the resolution of 
the Organisation Bureau (which. was accepted by the Confe
rence). Shame on you, comrades Avilov and Basarov! - a lack 
oi attention (or card-sharping) of this kind is only compatible 
with the reputation of the "Rjetch" and the "Yedinstvo". With 
us there is not the slightest trace of anything resembling that 
humorous handing over of the railways to the railwaymen, oi 
the leather factories to the leather workers; with us, the point 
is a control of the workers which takes the form of the entire 
regulation of production and distribution by the workers in a 
"national organisation" (which makes "extensive use of the 
urban and rural co-operatives") for the exchange of grain for 
manufactured products; the point is the demand that "the whole 
power of the State should pass into the hands of the Soviets 
of the Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies". 

Only such persons as have not read the- resolutions to the 
end, or who do not understand how to read, could, with a 
good consciepce, discover any syndicalism in them. 

Only pedants whose "conception" of Marxism is that of 
Struve and all· Liberal bureaucrats, are capable of such reflec
tions as: "To pass over State capitalism - is Utopia", "the 

type of regulation itself must preserve the character of State ca
pitalism, even in our country". 

If we take the sugar syndicate or the State railways in 
Russia or the naphtha magnates etc., what is that but State 
capitalism? Is it possible with a "wave of a wand" to do 
away with what already exists? 

The point is just that there are people who have made 
out of Marxism a rigid bourgeois doctrine and who withdraw 
themselves from the concrete tasks of throbbing life - and it is 
life which has practically united the syndicates in industry with 
the farming of the small peasants in the vil!ages - by obser
vations which they call erudite, but which are in reality extre
mely banal, about a "permanent revolution", about the. "intro~ 
duction of socialism" and other nonsense. 

To business! To business! Less excuses, let us apply our
selves to. practice! Are the profits oi the war purveyors, profits 
of 500% and so on to remain untouched? Yes or no? Are the 
workers to be given the possibility of controlling affairs? Yes 
01" no? · 

To all these matter oi lad questions, Comrades Avilov and 
Basarov give no answer; they slide down to the level of 
helpmates to the bourgeoisie, without noticing it themselves, 
by means of "Struvian" reflections, which sound "almost 
Marxist". There is nothing the bourgeois desires more than 
to be able to answer the people's questions with regard to the 
scandalous profits of the war purveyors and with regard to 
the decline in our national economy with "erudite" reflections 
abo,ut the "Utopian character" of socialism. 1 , 

These reflections are stupid to the degree of absurdity, for 
it is small farming which makes socialism objectively impos
sible; and it is not small farming we wish to expropriate, we 
do not even wish to regulate or control it. 

The "State regulation" oi which the Mensheviki, the Na
rodniki and all bureaucrats (who have dragged Comrades 
Avilov and Basarov along with them) speak in order to extri
cate themselves by fine excuses, representing it as a great pro
ject in order to protect the profits of the capitalists to which 
they refer as something wonderful in order to preserve "com
mercial secrecy" - it is this State regulation which we want 
to introduce without any deception. This is the pith of the 
question, dear "almost Marxists", not however the "introduc
tion" of socia.lism! 

It is not a question of the regulation and control of the 
workers by the capitalist class, but vice versa. Not confidence 
in the State, worthy of a Louis Blanc, but a demand for a 
State under the control of the proletariat and the semi-proleta
riat - that is the form the fight against decline should take. Any 
other resolution is empty words and delusion. 

The Uon:f erence o:f the Works' 
Uommittees. 

Article from the "Pravda" of June 13th. 

The Conference of the representatives of all the Works' 
committees in St. Petersburg was opened yesterdav. 

This conference could not have been held at a more appro
priate time. It sprang from the requirements of life, it arose 
from "below'', the workers themselves thought it out and or
ganised it. This Conference is faced by a very serious task. 

Our capitalists, who are thirsting for profits and guided by 
their own interests alone, are - even according to the news
papers which protect the present Government - offering "pas
sive resistance", interfering with production, carrying out 
"masked lockouts" and driving the country to starvation and 
ruin. In the factories and works, the workers see these attacks 
of the capitalists with their own eyes ,they sense the policy of 
these mushroom "republicans" on their own bodies. 

The situation is becoming more acute from day to day. 
The capitalists have brought things so far that we were already 
on the verge of a great railway strike - a strike, the beginning 
of which the Executive Committee only succeeded in postponing 
by taking speoal measures. \Ve all know what incalculable re~ 
suits a strike of the railwaymen in the railway centres of St. Pe-
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tersburg and Moscow might bring with it at the present 
moment. 

The economic collapse is becoming more and more serious. 
There is no way o! salvation unless the actual control of pro
duction passes into the hands of the workers. 

Our country can only be saved if a number of decisive 
revolutionary measures are taken which do not stop short at 
the "legal" profits of the capitalists and landowners. It is a 
matter of course that the worthy capitalists and their ten Mi
nisters who have seats in the Provisional Government and who 
rule Russia, will fight to the death against such measures. Ar
resting the collapse of our economics means getting rid. of the 
capitalists; getting rid of the capitalists means taking the power 
into our own hands - into the hands of the workers and of the 
poorest strata of the population. 

Our comrades who are delegates to the Conference must, 
:above all, form a clear idea as to the conection between "econo
mics" and "policy". All the important questions of life in our 
country fuse into one, into 1he question of questions: Who shall 
possess the power in our country? Unless we solve this que
stion, we cannot advance a single important step along the 
path of arresting economic ruin. 

We .heartily. welcome the Conference. We hope that the 
experiences of the last few have shown the majority of the 
St. Petersburg workers what is the great solution: All the 
power to the Soviets of the Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies! 

·The Soviets and the Power of" the 
of the State. 

From· Lehi n's speech at the First All-Russian Soviet Congress. 

The Soviets are an institution which does not exist in any 
bourgeois parliamentary State of the usual kind and which 
cannot exist side by side with a bourgeois government. This 
:is that type of . democratic State which, in our Party resolu
tions, we have described as a peasants' and proletarians' de
. mocratic republic, and in which the whole power is in the 
hands of the Soviets, the Soviets of the Workers' and Soldiers' 
Deputies. · 

It is in .vain to believe that this is a theoretical question, 
it is futile to try to circumvent it, it is useless to object that 
some institution or other can coexist with the Soviets. Yes. 
they do coexist, but it is just this coexistence which leads to 
friction and to innumerable misunderstandings and conflicts. 
It is just this which is responsible for the transition from the 
first boom of the Russian revolution, from its first advance, to 
the standstill and the retrogression which we see to-day :in our 
Coalition Government, in its whole home and foreign policy, in 
connection with the imperialist offensive for which it is pre
paring. 

One or• the other. Either a perfectly ordinary bourgeois 
government - the!). there is no need for Soviets of Deputies 

· of Workers. Soldiers Peasants etc., for they will be dispersed 
by the counter-revolutionary generals who, in spite of all 
Minister Kerensky's fine words, have controt of the army, or 
they will die an inglorious death . .These institutions have no 
other alternative; they cannot stand still, they cannot move 
backwards, they can only exist if they advance with tempestu
ous impetus. This is a type of State which was not invented 
by the Russians, it is not a mere flight of fancy but it has 
been created by the revolution; for the revolution could not be 
victorious in any other way. 

~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

(Jhroniele of Events. 
June 11th. 

Shingarev, the Minister of Finance, informs the Press re
pre~entatives that the financial position of the country is ,very 
senous. 

The French Minister A. Thomas, a socialist, declares that 
the French socialists will do everything possible to dissuade 
their Government from the imperialist aims of the war, but 
that they, on their part, expect the Russians to conclude a 
separate peace and to preserve the actual forces of their army. 

• The Part.y ,Conference bf the S. R. deals with the question 
of the Coahtion Government and of the International. 

June 12th. 
The Provisional Government confirms the appointment, 

made by the Kronstadt Soviet, of Partchevsky as Commissary 
of the town of Kronstadt. · 

Demonstration in favour of the eight hours' day by the 
industrial. and commercial employees in Moscow. 

Openmg of the Conference of the Works' Committees in 
St. Petersburg. 

June 13th. 
The "Pravda" publishes an appeal of the St. Petersburg 

Metal Workers' Union calling upon all metal workers to join 
the St. Petersburg Union. 

The St. Petersburg Conference of the Works' Committees 
passes the resolution moved by the Organisation Bureau of the 
Conference, with regard to the situation of industry and its 
control by the workers. 4 

0. W. Plekhanov is chosen as the representative of· the 
railway emploees in the St. Petersburg Soviet. " 

June 14th. 
Meeting of the All-Russian Conference of large industrialists 

and bankers. Press representatives were not admitted. Only one 
resolution dealing with the formation of a central "Trade and 
Industrial Organ" was briefly communicated. 

June 15th . 
The Provisional Government refuses to recognise the inde

pendence ot the Ukraine until the Constituent Assembly meets. 
The Conference of the Works' Committees deals with .the 

following points on the agenda: the question of' the Labour Ex
change, and the question as to the function pf the Works' Com-
mittees in the trade union movement. · 

The Conference of. the. large industrialists and bankers ap
peals to the Ooverenment, reminding it that it is its duty to 
promote industry and to protect order and private proP,erty. 

· The Commission appointed by the Provisional Government 
to investigate into the arrests which have taken place in Kron
stadt has started work. 

The St. Petersburg Soviet elects eight delegates to the All
Russian Soviet Congress. 

Opening of the extraordinary Party Conference of Finnish 
Social Democracy. 

June 16th. 
Opening of the All-Russian Soviet, Congress.· The first point 

on the agenda is the relation of the Soviets to the Provisional 
Government. 

Final Session of the Conference of the Works' Committee. 
The "lsvestiya" publishes the results of the municipal elec

tions in St. Petersburg. The socialist parties, which support the 
policy of the Soviet Executive, receive 357,109 v9tes, the Cadets 
152,000 and the Bolsheviki 117,755 .. · 

------------~------------------~--
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